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PREFACE
Our modern world presents many new technical problems, some
of which have potential solutions that may be located in
previous research. Recognizing the fact that many of our
problems may be solved by designs, techniques, and technology
already in existence, NASA's Technology Utilization Program
developed a system of six centers for disseminating the re-
sults of existing aerospace and nonaerospace research. The
Technology Application Center at the University of New Mexico
is one of these six centers. Its mission is to promote the
beneficial use of new technology.
One of the activities of the Technology Application Center
has been to identify new, high-interest areas of technology
and to assemble and update references on these subjects.
Mr. Eugene Burch, Assistant Director of the Center, conceived
the idea of a reference to the problems of noise pollution.
This volume is the product of that concept.
Today, the engineer or scientist who is not constantly keeping
himself aware of new developments in his field of expertise
soon finds his knowledge obsolete. Over the past decade alone,
the Federal Government has spent tens of billions in research
and development. Estimates indicate that ten percent or more
of this research has been a duplication of previous efforts.
To meet these challenges in an era where research and develop-
ment budgets must be carefully planned and environmental
problems become more complex, we at the Technology Application
Center are sincerely committed to a continuous interaction
with those forward-looking individuals, companies, and
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INTRODUCTION
Of all the problems facing our modern world, noise is perhaps
the most ubiquitous. By the most simple definition, noise
is unwanted sound. Unfortunately, many of the amenities of
civilized life, whether they are for productive purposes or
related to recreation, produce unwanted sound that may have
by-products which will deteriorate the functioning of the
amenities themselves, and through the transmission of sound,
affect the satisfaction and performance of individuals, perhaps
entire communities.
The purpose of this reference is to provide information with
which to better understand noise in terms of its physical
properties, which may be measured, and its nonphysical effects
on human populations. In order to prepare this volume, thousands
of journals and indexes were searched for information on the
subject of noise. The articles and books which were located
have been indexed by keywords which may be found in the index.
Each citation contains information which will assist the reader
in identifying and locating the original article. The illustra-
tion on the following page explains the citations and the
abbreviations used in them. Although the key words used to
categorize the citation do not appear with the citation, users
may obtain copies of the original abstracts by writing the
Technology Application Center.
To further improve the usability of this volume, the citations
have been categorized into eight major sections, with each of
these subclassified into a number of subsections. These
subsections are designed to reduce the work of a researcher
in a particular field by decreasing the references he must
review.
Although a great amount of effort has been expended in insuring
that this document is accurate and complete, readers are
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* N.SHAPIRO. S.EDWARDS
AIAA ACC NO A67-21703
NP7I-1D-OJ9 CONC3RDE«S SONIC BANGS RECORDED
AT OB AN
:::: ANON
NERC NEWS. 3/71, V2, N7
* R.CAPORALE
AIAA ACC NO A65-32796
NP71-ID-016 PASSENGER TRANSPORT AT LOW
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
* E.BRADLEY, W.JOHNSTON, C.VON KESZYCKI
AIAA ACC NO A69-35647
NP71-1D-018 ASSESSMENT OF SONIC-BOOM PROBLEM
FOR FUTURE AIRTRANSPORT VEHICLES
:::: D. BAALS, w. FOSS JR
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 5/66. V39, P S73-S80
NP71-ID-020 SONIC BOOM
:::: W.HAYES
CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY. WASH DC. 8/70. P58-62
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT AND SONIC BOOM NOISE SOURCES
NP71-1D-021 THE CONCORDE AFFAIR NP71-1D-022 NATION FACING DECISION OF FUTURE
:::::::::: OF AMERICAN SST
:::: J.DAVIS ** BOOK HENRY REGNERY co, CHICAGO :::: ANON
THE CONCRDE AFAR FRM DRWNG 80RD ACTJALTY, 1970 CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY. WASH DC. 8/70. P58-62
NP71-1D-023 THE SONIC BOOM PROBLEM NP71-JD-024 ONWARD AND UPWARD
* ANON :::: K.HOHEN=MSER
USGRDR ACC NO AD-646-676 ENVIRONMENT. 5/70, V12, N4, P22-27
NP71-1D-025 AIR POLLUTION POTENTIAL AND NOISE NP71-ID-026 SONIC BOOM METAMORPHOSIS
RELATED TO STAGNATION INDICES AT SST AIRPORTS ::::::::::
:::: R.WEEDFALL. B.LINSKY ** LAS VEGAS, NEV :::: G.HERBERT ** LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
4 CONF ON AEROSP METEOROL. 5/4/70. P435, PAPER 4 CONF ON AEROSP METEOROL. 5/4/70, P421. PAPER
NP71-1D-027 PERSPECTIVE 3F SST AIRCRAFT NOISE NP71-1D-028 SONIC 'BOOMS IN THE SEA
PROBLEM—i ::::::::::
:::: G.SCHAIRER, J.O«KEEFE» P.JOHNSON * R.URICK
J AIRCRAFT. 1/71, V8, Nl, P19-25 USGRDR ACC NO AD-725-132
NP71-1D-029 SOME EFFECTS OF AIRPLANE NP71-1D-030 BOOMS
OPERATIONS AND ATMOSPHERE ON SONIC-BOOM si GNAT ::::::::::
:::: D.MAGLIERI :::: ANON
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 5/65. V39. US, PT2, PS36-42 LANCET. 8/5/67, V2, P295-6
NP71-1D-031 THE BANG OF SUPERSONIC AIRPLANES NP71-1D-032 THE SONIC BOOM
:::: ANON :::: R.CAPORALE ** IN ITALIAN
ADM. 7-8/68, V25. P341-51, IN SPANISH RIV MED AERO. 4-6/65, V28, P199-212
AIRPORT NOISE SOURCES
NP71-1E-001 FACTORS RELATING TO THE NP71-1E-002 HIGHER AIRPORT NOISE LEVEL
AIRPORT-COMMUNITY NOISE PROBLEM FORESEEN
:::: H.HUBBARD, J.CAWTHORN, W.LATHAM :::: C.LYNDON
STAR ACC NO N65-31109 NEW YORK TIMES. 2/25/70, M-78
NP71-1E-003 JET AIRCRAFT NOISE IN NP71-1E-004 THE OPERATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
METROPOLITAN LOS ANGELES UNDER AIR RT CORRIDOR ASPECTS OF AIRPORTS WITH RELATION TO TOTL ENVI
:::: p.HURDLE, S.LANE, W.MEECHAM * J.NISSEN
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 7/71, V50. PT1, P32-39 AIAA ACC NO A70-37391
NP71-1E-005 NOISE EXPOSURE EXPECTED 1985 AND NP71-1E-006 NOISE WITHIN A HOUSING AREA NEAR
1990 OPERATIONS AT SEVEN U.S. AIRPORTS THE IRKUTSK AIRPORT
* BOLT. BERANEK, NEWMAN :::: M. NEKIPELOV
USGRDR ACC NO AD-722-365 GIG SANIT. 5/69, V34. P94-6
TRANSPORTATION NOISE SOURCES (EXCLUDING AIRCRAFT)
NP71-1F-001 NOISE GENERATED BY SUBWAYS
ABOVEGROUND AND IN STATIONS
* E.BENDER, M.HECKL
USGRDR ACC NO AD-701-220
NP71-1F-003 MOTORCYCLES ROAR HIGH ON NOISE
LIST
:::: J.DITMER
DENVER POST. 7/16/70. V19
NP71-1F-002 NOISE PROS OF AIR COOLD DIESEL
ENGNS MEAS T3WARD REDCTN GENRL OBSRV SPCIF RSZ
:::: O.CORDIER, G.REYL
SAE PA 680405. 5/20/68, 1 5P
NP71-1F-004 INVESTIGATING NOISE IN ROTATING
MACHINES
:::: L.BRUEGGEMAN
ALLIS-CHALMERS ENG REV. 1957, V32, N3, P32-5
NP71-1F-005 EVAL NOISES OF TRANSPORTATION:
PROCEED OF SYMPOS ACCEPT C3IT FOR TRANSPRT NOI
/» J.CHALUPNIK
STAR ACC NO N71-11070
NP71-1F-006 SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE
EVALUATION OF ENGINE NOISES
%tt E.LUEBCKE
STAR ACC NO N71-35849
NP71-1F-007 THE EVALUATION OF NOISE FROM
FREELY FLOWING ROAD TRAFFIC
* D.JOHNSON, E.SAUNDERS
STAR ACC NO N68-24777
NP71-1F-008 PROBABILITY DENSITY ANALYSIS OF
OCEAN AMBIENT AND SHIP NOISE
# M.CALDERON
STAR ACC NO N65-16817
NP71-1F-009 DIESEL TRUCKS GENERATE WORST
NOISE IN CITY, EXPERT DECLARES
:::: R.WEST
LOS ANGELES TIMES. 12/18/70, ? I 11 , 118
NP71-1F-010 DISTRIBUTION OF NOISE ON DIESEL
ENGINES WITH SPCL CNSDRATN HIGH-PRSR TRBOCHRG
:::: W.PFLAUM, W.HEMPEL ** P671-700
7 CONG INT DES MACHINES CMBSTN. 4/6, PA B.3,
NP71-1F-011 NOISE IN SUBWAY CARS
:::: C.HARRIS. B.AITKEN
SOUND VIB. 2/71, V5. N2, t>12-14
NP71-1F-013 TRUCK TIRE NOISE
:::: D.TETLOW
SOUND VIB. 8/71, VS. N8, P17-23
NP71-1F-015 TRANSPORTATION NOISE AND SOCIETY
^::: J.GIBSON, F.HART ** HELD LA CALIF P404-07
17 ANUL TECH MEET, INST ENVIRON SCI. 4/26/71
NP71-1F-017 OUTDOOR NOISE, TRANSPORTATION,
AND CITY PLANNING
:::: M.BRANCH JR
TRAFFIC QUART. 4/71, V25, P167-88
NP71-1F-019 IDENT OF MECH SOURCES OF NOISE IN
A DIESEL ENGINE: SOUND ORIG FROM A PISTON SLAP
:::: B.FIELDING. J.SKORECKI
INST MECH ENG. PROC 184, N 46, P859-71, 1969
NP71-1F-012 NOISE IN ENGINEERING AND
TRANSPORTATION AND ITS EFFECT ON THE COMMUNITY
:::: T.PRIEOE
SOC AUTO ENGRS INC. NY. 1971 REPRNT NO 71O061
NP71-1F-014 MOTOR VEHICLE NOISE
:::: w.GALLOWAY ** HELD LA CALIF P393-97
17 ANUL TECH MEET, INST ENVIRON SCI. 4/26/71
NP71-1F-016 "OUR STREET": A STUDY IN NOISE
:::: G.KAYE ET AL
MED J AUST. 3/20/71, VI, P643-5
NP71-1F-018 TRANSPORTATION NOISE SOURCES
:::: R.POTTER
J AUDIO ENG SOC. 4/70, V18, P119-27
NP71-1F-020 TRAFFIC NOISE
:::: B.SEXTON
TRAFFIC QUART. 7/69, V23, P427-39
NP71-1F-021 A SURVEY OF ENGINE ROOM NOISE IN
THE ROYAL NEW ZEALAND NAVY
:::: N.ROYDHOUSE
N Z MED J. 1/68. V67, P133-40
NP71-1F-022 VIBRATION AND NOISE OF OPEN-PIT
EXCAVATORS AND EFFECT ON HEALTH OF MINERS
:::: N.RIADOV ** IN RUSSIAN
GIG TR PROF ZABOL. 7/70. V14, P21-4
10 TRANSPORTATION NOISE SOURCES (EXCLUDING AIRCRAFT)
NP71-1F-023 HYGIENIC ASSESSMENT OF THE NOISE NP71-1F-024 STREET NOISES IN NAPLES
OF RAILROAD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT ::::::::::
:::: N.IVANOVI ET AL ** IN RUSSIAN :::: R.DE CAPOA ET AL ** IN ITALIAN
GIG SANIT. 11/70. V35. P98-100 GIG MED PREV. 1-3/68, V7. P20-47
NP71-1F-025 FINDINGS ON TRAFFIC NOISE IN THE NP71-1F-026 CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE
CITY OF IMPERIAL NOISE CAUSED BY STREET TRAFFIC
:::: i.MURRUZZU ** IN ITALIAN :::: G.SPARACIO ET AL ** IN ITALIAN
NUOVI ANN IG MICROBIOL. 11-12/67, V18, P503-10 G IG MED PREV. 10-12/66, V7, P385-94
NP71-1F-027 NOISE IN POLISH SHIPS NP71-1F-028 MEDIUM SPEED DIESEL ENGINE NOISE
:::: A.VENT ET AL ** IN RUSSIAN :::: R.BERTODO. J.WORSFOLD
BULL INST MA3 MED GDANSK. 1966, V17, P157-62 INST MECH ENG PROC. 1968-9, V183, N6, P129-52
NP71-1F-029 SOUND LEVEL AT OPERATOR•S STAT ION NP71-1F-030 NOISE OF AUTOMOTIVE DIESEL
OF CAB AND NON-CAB EQUIPPED TRACTORS ENGINES; ITS CAUSES AND REDUCTION
:::: D.WALKER :::: A.AUSTEN, T.PRIEDE
SAE PA 700703. 9/14/1970 10P SAE PA 1000A. 1/11/65, 30P
NP71-1F-031 STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION INTO NP71-1F-032 TRAFFIC NOISE
DIESEL ENGINE NOISE ::::::::::
:::: W.HEMPEL :::: R.STEPHENSON, G.VULKAN
TRANS INST MARINE ENG. 12/1970, V82, N12. P431 J SOUND VIB. 3/68, V7, N2, P247-62
NP71-1F-033 REVIEW OF ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE. THE NP71-1F-034 TRANSPORT NOISE PROBLEMS
WORKING GROUP ON RESEARCH INTO ROAD TRAFC NOIS :::::::::: ** PAPER 5.5
:::: ANON ** 1970 i07P :::: c.WATERS, D.WATERS ** LOUGHBOROUGH ENG
GT BRIT MIN TRANSP ROAD RES LAB RRL R=P LR 357 PROC OF SYMP ON COMPAT TRNSPRT SYS.3/69,V2,31P
NP71-1F-035 EVALUATION OF ADVANCES IN ENGINE NP71-1F-036 ON THE NOISE GENERATED BY A
NOISE TECHNOLOGY STREAM OF VEHICLES
:::: A.MCPIKE :::: G.WEISS
AIRCR ENG. 5/70, V42, N5, P16-22 TRANSP RES. 10/70, V4, N3. P229-33
NP71-1F-037 ON PISTON SLAP AS SOURCE OF NP71-1F-038 UNDERGROUND RAILWAY TRACKS AND
ENGINE NOISE NOISES
:::: D.ROSS. E.UNGAR :::: T.KAZAMAKI
ASME PAPER 65-OGP-10. 4/4-8/65. 8P PERMA WAY SOC JAPAN. 12/63, V6, N4, P18-32
NP71-1F-039 MECHANICAL NOISES OF AIR-COOLED NP71-1F-040 AERODYNAMIC NOISE
GASOLINE ENGINES ::::::::::
:::: E.WINKELHOLZ :::: T.HODGSON
AUTOMOBILTECH Z. 5/65, V67, N5. P139-42 AOVAN AUTO ENG PT3. 1965, P77-90
NP71-1F-041 NOISE DUE TO COMBUSTION IN NP71-1F-042 NOISE OF INDUSTRIAL DIESEL
RECIPROCATING INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES ENGINES
:::: T.PRIEDE :::: T.PRIEDE, E.GROVER
ADVAN AUTO ENG PT3. 1965. P93-I28 INST MECH ENG PROC. 1966-67, V181, PT3C, P73
NP71-1F-043 NOISE BEHAVIOR OF FOUR-STROKE" NP71-1F-044 COMBUSTION INDUCED NOISE IN
DIESEL ENGINES; FOUR NOISE SOURCES .. DIESEL ENGINES
:::: J.HAASLER :::: T.PRIEDE, E.GROVER. D.ANDERTON
VDI FORSCHUNGSH. 1964, V30. N505, 35P DIESEL ENG USERS ASSN. PUBL 317. 3/68, Pl-23
TRANSPORTATION NOISE SOURCES (EXCLUDING AIRCRAFT) II
NP71-1F-045 NOISE OF DIESEL ENGINE INJECTION
EQUIPMENT
:::: T.PRIEDE
J SOUND VIB. 11/67, V6. N3» P443-59
NP71-1F-047 ENGINE NOISE
:::: F.GREATREX, R. BRIDGE
FLIGHT. 2/67. V9i. N3021, P165-7
NP71-1F-049 INDENT OF MECH SOURCES OF NOISE
IN DIESEL ENGINE—SOUND EMI TO FRM VALVE MECHNS
:::: B.FIELDING, J.SKORECKI
INST MECH ENG PROC. 1966-67, V181, N19, P437
NP71-1F-046 EVOLUT'ION OF ENGINE NOISE
PROBLEM
:::: F.GREATREX, R.BRIDGE
AIRCR ENG. 2/67, V39, N2, P6-10
NP71-1F-048 NOISE GENERATION AND RESPONSE OF
STRUCTURES IN ASYNCHRONOUS MOTORS, SOUND FLOWS
:::: P.FRANCOIS ** IN FRENCH
PEV GEN OB L'ELECTRICITE. 4/68, V77, N4, P377+-
SOURCES OF OFFICE NOISE
NP71-1G-001 NOISE IN COMPUTER OFFICES AND IN
MECHANICAL DATA-PROCESSING CENTERS
:::: B.KVASNICKA
PRACOV LEK. 1965, V17, N3, PI 12-114
NP71-1G-002 LOUDNESS AND ANNOYANCE OF
IMPULSIVE OFFICE NOISE
:::: F.ROTHAUSER, G.URBANEK, P.PACHL ** P520-2
IEEE TRANS AUDIO ELCTROACST. 12/68, V AU-16.N4
NP71-1G-003 SOUND PROPAGATION IN LONG EMPTY
WORKROOMS
:::: W.JESKE ** IN GERMAN P197-208
HOCHFREQUENZTECH ELEKTROAKUST. 12/70, V79, N6
NP71-1G-004 A STUDY OF PROBLEMS OF NOISE IN
OFFICES ** 12/5/68, V263, N1142. P307-313
:::: E.KEIGHLEY, F.LANGDON
PHIL TRANS ROY SOC LONDON, SER A MATH PHYS SCI
SOURCES OF PLANT NOISE
NP71-1H-001 REFUSE INCINERATION-NOISE NP71-1H-002 KEEPING IT AS QUIET AS POSSIBLE
:::: P.GOUGH, R.WALLER




AMER IND HYG ASSO J. 5/71. V32, N5, P346-350
NP71-1H-005 INDUSTRIAL NOISE MANUAL
:::: i.VENTRY
AMER IND HYG ASSO. ED. 1966, DETROIT, AUTHOR
:::: ANON
PUBLIC CLEANSING. 3/71, V61, N3, P123-137
NP71-1H-004 COMPLEX INVESTIGATION OF THH
NOISE IN MINING WORKS
:::: M.MOLNAR, I.TOTH, E.NOVAK
MUNKAVEDELEM. 1969, VI5, N1.3, P21-23
NP71-1H-006 THE PROBLEM OF NOISE IN THE
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
:::: E.HENDRICHOVA
BRATISL LEK LISTY. 1964, V44, P598-606
NP71-1H-007 NOISE AS AN ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR
IN INDUSTRY
:::: W.BURNS
TRANS ASSO IND MED OFICRS. 1965. V15, P2-11
NP71-1H-008 NOISE IN MINING
:::: C.PARTSCH, M.HULSE
Z LARYNGOL HHINOL OTOL. 1971, V50. P154-158
12 SOURCES OF PLANT NOISE
NP71-1H-009 TOWARDS A CRITERION FOR IMPULSE
NOISE IN INDUSTRY
:::: R.COLES, C.RICE
ANNALS OCCUP HY6 NEW YORK. 1/70, V13, Nl, P43
NP71-1H-010 REFINERY NOISE LEVELS
:::: D.TYLER ** MEETING TULSA OKLAHOMA SP
NAT PETRL REFNR ASSN. 6/59. TECH PA MC-69-58
NP71-1H-011 NOISE GENERATION IN PROCESS
PLANTS
:::: E.RICHARDS
CHEM ENG (LONDONI. 6/69, N229. PCE223-CE232
NP71-IH-013 GROUND VIBRATIONS DUE TO QUARRY
BLASTING AND OTHER SOURCES. AN ENVIRON FACTOR
:::: A.ROBERTS ** 12 SYMP ROCK MECH PROC 11/70
TRANS SOC MINING ENG AIME. 1971, P427-57
NP71-1H-012 BOILER ROOM NOISE
:::: R.FEARN
HEAT VENT ENG J AIR COND. 7/70, V44, N516, P3+
NP71-1H-014 NOISE OF GEARS
:::: H.OPITZ ** V263. N1142, P369-80
PHIL TRANS ROY SOC LONDON, SER A. 12/5/63
NP71-1H-015 INDUSTRIAL NOISE POLLUTION
:::: j.DiLLON
INSTRUM CONTR SYST. 4/71, V4», P30
NP71-1H-017 NOISE IN INDUSTRY
:::: S.EVANS ET AL
CHEM INDUSTR. 3/2/68, V9, P275-81
NP71-1H-019 NOISE AND VIBRATION IN PLANTS OF
PREFABRICATED CONCRETE STRUCTURES
:::: i.ALEKSANDROVSKIF ET AL ** IN RUSSIAN
GIG SANIT. 8/65, V30, P113-5
NP71-1H-016 NOISE AND VIBRATION IN MOULDING
SHOPS OF IRON CONCRETE PLANTS
:::: I.IVATSEVICH ET AL ** IN RUSSIAN
GIG SANIT. 1/68, V33, P105-7
NP71-1H-018 REVIEW OF NOISE IN PLANTS OF THE
WEST BOHEMIAN REGION
:::: J.SRUTEK ** IN CZECH
PRAC LEK. 3/65, V17, P61-3
NP71-1H-020 NOISE AND PROFITS
:::: L.BERANEK
WIRE WIRE PROD. 10/70, V45, P106-10
NP71-IH-021 NOISE: MODERN INDUSTRIAL DILEMMA
:::: A.TEPLITSKY
SCI TECHNOL. 10/69, P36-9
NP71-1H-023 NOISE PROBLEMS IN INDUSTRY
:::: D.MURPHY
ANN OCCUP HYG. 7/66. V9. P149-63
NP71-1H-025 COOLING TOWER NOISE GENERATION
AND RADIATION
:::: R.ELLIS
J SOUND VIB. 1/22/71, V14, N2. P171-82
NP7I-1H-022 NOISE IN THE IRON AND STEEL
INDUSTRY
:::: J.ADAM, J.THOMAS
J IRON STEEL INST (LONDON). 7/67, V205, P701 +
NP71-1H-024 HEARING AND NOISE IN INDUSTRY
:::: W.BURNS, D.ROBINSON
HMSO LONDON ENG. 1970. 241+P (11 760022 9)
NP71-1H-026 NOISE POLLUTION IN THE MOLDING
ROOM; WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT IT
:::: A.MORSE
PLAST TECHNOL. 7/69, V15. P51-4
SOURCES OF ELECTRICAL MOTOR NOISE 13
NP71-1I-001 ELECTRIC MOTOR NOISE: CONTROL OF NP71-11-002 POLYPHASE INDUCTION MOTOR NOISE
NOISE AT THE SOURCE ::::::::::
:::: B.GOSS :::: P.TSIVITSE, P.WEIHSMANN
AMER IND HYG ASSO J. l-2/70t V31t Nl, P16-21 IEEE TRANS I NO GEN APPL. 5/71t V7, P339-58
NP71-I1-003 THE CREATION OF VIBRATION AND NP71-1I-004 DEVELOPMENTS IN FIELD OF NOISE
NOISE IN POWER TRANSFORMERS AND VIBRATION OF INDUCTION MACHINERY
:::: B.NAROLSKI ** IN POLISH :::: H.JORDAN ** IN GERMAN
IZY VYSSH UCHEB ZAVED ENERG. 5/65.V19tMS,P142+ ACTA TECH CSAV. 1965, V10, N6, P623-50
NP71-11-005 INFLUENCE OF THE VENTILATING NP71-11-006 THE NOISE OF TRANSFORMERS: THEIR
SYSTEM UPON THE NOISE OF ELECTRIC MACHINES PARAMETERS. POSSIB OF REDUC ON STARTING-POINT
:::: J.ZAVAOIL. E.ONDRUSKA ** IN CZECH :::: A.COQUARD ** IN FRENCH
ELECTROTECH OBZOR. 1968, V57, N10, P583-8 REV GEN ELEC. 2/69, V78, N2, P179-94
NP71-11-007 ANALYSIS OF THE NOISE PRODUCED BY NP71-11-008 THE NOISES OF SMALL POWER
SMALL INDUCTION MOTORS INDUCTION MOTORS
:::: P.CHAPELLE, A.BRICHARD ** IN FRENCH :::: Z.NAGIELLO ** IN POLISH
REV E (BELGIUM). 1969, V6. N1..P1-9 PRZEGL ELEKTROTECH. 2/69, V45, N2, P74-7
NP71-11-009 RADIALLY VIB FEROCRAMC TRNSDUCR NP71-1I-010 NOISE CAUSED BY LOW-POWER
AS SRC ULTRASNC VIBS PDIATNG IN DRCTN TRNS AX I INDUCTION MOTORS
:::: E.MAZAK :::: Z.NAGIELLO ** IN POLISH
FIZ CAS. 1971, V21, N2-3, P151-3 . PRZEGL ELECTROTECH. 2/69, V45, N2. P74-7
NP71-1I-011 NOISE OF ELECTRICAL MACHINES NP71-1I-012 EFFECTS OF ROTOR ECCENTRICITY ON
:::::::::: ACOUSTIC NOISE FROM INDUCTION MACHINES
:::: R.JACKSON, C.MAGUIRE ** V263.N1142 :::: A.ELLISON, S.YANG
PHIL TRANS ROY SOC LONDON SER A. 12/5/68 PROC INST ELEC. ENG (LONDON!. 1/71 . VI I 8,Nl ,P174
NP71-1I-013 VENTILATION AND NOISE PROBLEMS IN NP71-1I-014 NOISE OF BALL BEARING IN ELECTRIC
INDUCTION MOTORS MOTOR
:::: H.ZARDIN :::: T.IGARASHI
BULL OERLIKON. 5/67, N373-374, P6-14 BULL JSME. 2/64, V7, N25, P200-8
NP71-1I-015 VENTILATION NOISE IN ELECTRIC NP71-11-016 ACOUSTIC PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPMENT
MACHINERY OF NEW SERIES OF INDUCTION MOTORS IN POLAND
:::: L.PAZOUT ** IN CZECH ENGLISH SUMMARY :::: L.KRZYMINSKI
ELECTROTECH OBZ. 11/66, V55. Nil, P612-16 ELEKTRIE. 6/64, V18, N6, P166-70
SOURCES OF MACHINERY NOISE (EXCLUDING ELECTRIC MOTORS)
NP71-1J-001 CONTROL OF FARM TRACTOR INTAKE NP71-1J-002 SYMPOSIUM ON MACHINERY NOISE
AND EXHAUST NOISE ::::::::::
:::: D.ROWLEY :::: ANON ** 69-WA/GT-4.6,13
SV SOUND VIB. 3/67. VI, N3. P15-23 ASME PUB NOS: 69-WA/FE-4, 9, 22, 23, 30.156P
NP71-1J-003 IDENT MECH SRCS NOISE IN DIESEL NP71-1J-004 STUDY OF AIRBORNE NOISE FROM
ENGINE SOUND ORIGINATING FROM PISTON SLAP SHIPBOARD MACHINERY
:::: B.FIELDING. J.SKORECKI » c.SPARKS. R.MCCOY, J.WACHEL
INST MECH ENG PROC 184. 1969-70, N46. P859-74 STAR ACC NO N65-33444
SOURCES OF MACHINERY NOISE (EXCLUDING ELECTRIC MOTORS)
NP71-1J-005 . NOIS5 OF SEARS
:::: H.OPITZ ** 12/5/66, V263, NH42, P369-380
PHIL TRANS ROY SOC LONDON SER A MATH PHYS SCI
NP71-1J-006 RECURRENT IMPACT NOISE FROM
PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
:::: A.MARTIN, G.ATHERLEY, T.HEMPSTOCK
ANN OCCUP HYG.NEW YORK. 1/70, V13, Nl, P59-67
NP71-1J-007 EXPLOSIVE-ACTUATED TOOLS: AN
IMPULSE NOISE HAZARD?
:::: L.SMITH
AMER INDUST HYG ASSO J. 1971, V32. N5, P346-50
NP71-1J-008 STUDY OF NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF
GREASES IN ROLLING BEARINGS
:::: C.HINGLEY
USGROR ACC NO AD-482-311L
NP71-1J-009 CHATTER ANALYSIS OF ME51UM-SI ZED
MACHINE TOOLS
:::: D.GREENHILL. S.TOBIAS, A .KWIATKOWSKI
USGRDR ACC NO AD-487-924
NP71-1J-010 PROPERTIES OF GEAR NOISE AND ITS
GENERATING MECHANISM ** SEMI-INT SYMP, PA 317
:::: T.AIDA, S.SATO, H.FUKUMA
TRANS JAP SOC MECH ENG. 9/67, VI, P151-60
NP71-1J-011 GENERATING MECHANISM AND
RADIATION FIELD OF GEAR NOISE
:::: K.NAKAMURA ** SEMI-INT SYMP, PA319
TRANS JAP SOC MECH ENG. 9/67, VI, P171-80
NP71-1J-012 STUDY OF NOISE SOURCES IN
PNEUMATIC ROCK DRILLS
:::: J.BEIERS
J SOUND VIB. 3/66, V3, N2, P166-94
NP71-1J-013 MACHINE NOISE ANALYSIS AND
REDUCTION
:::: T.MILLER
SOUND VIB. 3/67, VI, N3, P8-14
NP71-1J-014 SOUND INSULATION OF CONSTRUCTION
MACHINES
:::: D.MARGGRAF
TIEF8AU. 6/68. V10, N6, P431-442
NP71-1J-015 IMPACT SOUND BY MUTUAL COLLISION
OF TWO STEEL BALLS
:::: G.NISHIMURA, K.TAKAHASHI
BULL JAP SOC PRECIS ENG. 3/65, VI, N2, P47-51
NP71-1J-016 NOISE IN ROLLING-ELEMENT BEARINGS
:::: R.SCANLAN
ASME PAPER 65-WA/MD-6. 11/7/65, 9P
NP71-1J-017 BALL BEARING NOISE
:::: G.NISHIMURA, K.TAKAHASHI
BULL JAP SOC PRECIS ENG. 10/65. VI, N3, P117*-
SOURCES OF COMPRESSOR NOISE
NP71-1K-001 AN APPLICATION OF THEORY TO
COMPRESSOR NOISE
# J.OLLERHEAD. C.MUNCH, M.LOWSON
AIAA ACC NO A70-42725
NP71-1K-002 AERODYNAMIC BROADBAND NOISE
MECHANISMS APPLICABLE TO AXIAL COMPRESSORS
» R.ARNOLDI
STAR ACC NO N71-17958
NP71-1K-003 A STUDY OF DISCRETE COMPONENTS OF
THE NOISE SPECTRUM OF AN AXIAL COMPRESSOR
* D.BAZHENOV
STAR ACC NO N70-11781
NP71-1K-005 TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR NOISE: THE
EFFECT OF INLET GUIDE VANE/ROTOR SPACING
* D.KILPATRICK, D.REID
STAR ACC NO N65-32020
NP71-1K-004 ORIGINS OF COMPRESSOR NOISE
» P.DOAK
STAR ACC NO N68-33010
NP71-1K-006 COMPRESSOR NOISE RESEARCH
* D.BATEMAN. S.CHANG, B.HULSE, J.LARGE
STAR ACC NO N65-33742
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NP71-1K-007 MECHANISMS OF NOISE GENERATION IN
A COMPRESSOR MODEL
:::: s.HULSEt J.LARGE
J ENG POWER TRANS ASME. 4/67, V89, P191-8
NP71-1K-009 INVSTGATN OF CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESR
GEAR NOISE AS INFLUENCED BY GEAR GEOMETRY
:::: B.DAMSLY, E.LAWLER
ASME PAPER 69-WA/FE-15. 11/16/69. 9P
NP71-1K-008 A REVIEW OF THE SOUND-GENERATING
MECHANISMS IN AIRCRAFT-ENGINE FANS AND CMPRESR
:::: C.MORFEY
CANAD AERON SPACE J. 1969. V14, N8. P299-329
NP71-1K-010 BUZZ-SAW NOISE GENERATED BY A
HIGH DUTY TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR
:::: M.PHILPOT
ASME PAPER 70-GT-54. 5/24/70. 6P
SOURCES OF FAN NOISE
NP71-1L-OOJ CHARACTERISTICS OF NOISE
GENERATED BY DUCTED PROPELLERS AND FANS
* D.HICKEY
STAR ACC NO N69-21730
NP71-1L-002 VIOISE STUDIES FROM THE
FAN-IN-WING MODEL
* G.KRISHNAPPA
STAR ACC NO N69-22925
NP71-1L-OO3 WHINE NOISE IN FAN DUCTS NP71-1L-004 SUBSONIC FAN NOISE
0 J.PRINDLE
STAR ACC NO N68-32215
NP71-1L-005 SOUND RADIATION FROM RANDOM
QUADRUPOLE SOURCE DSTRIBUTNS IN AXIAL FLOW FNS
a N.CHANDRASHEKHARA
AIAA ACC NO A71-17163
NP71-1L-007 RESEARCH ON FAN NOISE GENERATION
» M.BENZAKEIN
AIAA ACC NO A71-39773
NP71-1L-009 NOISE FROM FANS IN POWER
GENERATING PLANT
:::: w.WHITE. R.LAWSON
INST MECH ENG.PROC. 1966/67, V181, =>T3C. P44+
NP71-1L-011 NEW OBSERVATIONS ON TONE
GENERATION IN FANS
:::: J.MATHER, J.SAVIDGE, M.FISHER
J SOUND VIB. 6/71. V16. N3. P407-18
* B.BARRY. C.MOORE
A I A A ACC NO A71-17161
NP71-1L-006 NOISE GENERATION BY A, ROTATING
BLADE ROW IN AN INFINITE ANNULUS
0 J.LORD I
AIAA ACC NO A71-31555
NP71-1L-008 SOURCES OF NOISE IN AXIAL FLOW
FANS
* B.MUGRIDGE, C.MORFEY
AIAA ACC NO A71-40710
NP71-1L-010 THE NOISE OF RADIAL VENTILATORS
AS FUNCTION OF THE SPEED
:::: .W.TISMER, J.FRIEDRICH ** IN GERMAN
TECH METT RFZ. 3/68. V12. Nl, P29-32
NP71-1L-012 REPORT STUDY OF NOISE GENERATION
BY A ROTATING BLADE ROW IN INFINITE ANNULUS
0 J.LORDI
USGROR ACC NO AD-726-126
NP71-1L-013 HIGH BYPASS RATIO FAN NOISE
RESEARCH TEST VEHICLE
:::: c.WARDEN
J AIRCRAFT. 9/70, V7, P437-41
NP71-1L-015 NOISE GENERATION CHARACTERISTICS
OF HIGH-SPEED CENTRIFUGAL FANS
:::: L.MAROTI, A.PRADHAN
ASME PAPER 69-WA/FE-9. 11/69, 8P
NP71-1L-014 PROPAGATION OF FAN NOISE IN
CYLINDRICAL DUCTS
:::: U.BOLLETER, R.CHANAUD
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 3/71, V49. P627-38
NP71-1L-016 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF DISCRETE
TONE NOISE FROM AN AXIAL FLOW FAN
:::: N.CHANDRASHEKHARA
J SOUND VIB. 9/70, V13, Nl, P43-9
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NP71-1L-017 FAN-DUCT DEVELOPMENT NP71-1L-018 AERODYNAMIC SOUND FROM
:::::::::: CENTRIFUGAL-FAN ROTORS.
:::: R.MCCORMICK :::: R.CHANAUD
NASA SPEC PUBL 189. 10/68. PA15. P227-40 J ACOUST SOC AMER. 6/65. V37, N6, P969-74
NP71-1L-019 ORIGINS OF ROTARY POSITIVE
DISPLACEMENT BLOWER NOISE
:::: T.PRIEDE
INST MECH ENG.PROC. 1966/67, V181. PT3C. P90+
SOURCES OF TURBINE NOISE
NP71-1M-001 GAS TURBINE EXHAUST NOISE AND ITS NP71-1M-002 CAUSES OF THE SIREN WAIL IN THE
ATTENUATION AXIAL STAGE OF A TURBOMACHINE
:::: L .WIRT * Z.MORAVEC
AIAA ACC. NO A65-16829 A I A A ACC NO A71-36180
NP71-1M-003 A STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE NP71-1M-004 NOISE IN GAS TURBINES OF JET
NOISE PRODUCD BY LARGE TR8OGNRATRS ON POWR STA ENGINE TYPE USED IN POWER GENERATION
:::: A.CHISTYAKOV ET AL ** IN RUSSIAN :::: L.DALE, L.KNOWLES. K.SHEARER
ELEKT STANTSII (USSR). 8/66. N8, P41-3 INST MECH ENG PROC. 1966-67, V181, PT3C, P54+
NP71-1M-005 THE NOISE OF THE TURBINES
:::: ANON ** IN FRENCH
AN ESP ODONTOESTOMAT. 7-8/68, V27. P253-4
SYMPOSIA AND CONFERENCES ON NOISE SOURCES
NP71-1N-001 COMMITTEE ON SST-SONIC BOOM NP71-1N-002 COMMITTEE ON SST-SONIC BOOM
* ANON 0 ANON
USGRDR ACC NO AD-668-942 USGRDR ACC NO AD-668-943
NP71-1N-003 AGARD MEETING ON ARCRFT ENGN NOIS NP71-1N-004 NOISE CONDITIONS IN COAL MINES
AND SONIC BOOM FRENCH-GERMN RESRCH INST ST LOU ::::::::::
* R.BOVERIE :::: M.SVYADOSHCH
USGRDR ACC NO AD-693-964 IZV VYSSH UCHEB ZAVED, GORN ZH. 1964. N12.P109
NP71-1N-005 ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION: NOISE NP71-1N-006 NUC SYMPOSIUM ON ENVIRONMENTAL
POLLUTION SONIC BOOM, VOL 1 PRESERVATION, 20-21 MAY 1970
* ANON 0 ANON
USGRDR ACC NO AD-722-910 USGRDR ACC NO AD-724-709 i
i
NP71-1N-007 BRITISH AIM EXHIBITION AT NP71-1N-008 HSTRCL STUDY BENEFTS OERIVD FROM
POLLUTION CONTROL APLICATN TECH ADVNCS TO CVL AVIATN VOL 2 APN B
:::: ANON • 0 ANON
OCEANOLOGY INTERNATIONAL. 10/70, VS. N10, P15 STAR ACC NO N71-27011
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NP71-1N-009 AIRCRAFT NOISE AND SONIC BOOM NP71-1N-010 CONFERENCE SCOPE AND NOISE
SELECTED REFERENCES CONCEPTS
* ANON * H.HUBBARD
STAR ACC NO N70-25293 STAR ACC NO N69-11544
NP71-1N-011 AIRCRAFT NOISE AND SONIC BOOM. NP71-1N-012 BIBLIOGRAPHY ON AIRCRAFT NOISE,
SELECTED REFERENCES SUPPLEMENT 2. SEPTEMBER 1958- SEPTEMBER 1966
* L.ANNUS :::: c.oe RUIG
STAR ACC NO N67-11116 STAR ACC NO N67-39996
NP71-1N-013 AERODYNAMIC NOISE; PROCEEDINGS OF NP71-1N-014 JETS AND NOISE
THE SYMPOSIUM, u OF TORONTO, CANADA, MAY 20,68 ::::::::::
:::: ANON :::: H.RIBNER
AIAA ACC NO A70-16776 A I A A ACC NO A70-16777
NP71-1N-015 AERODYNAMIC NOISE NP71-1N-016 AIRCRAFT NOISE AND THE COMMUNITY
:::: ANON * W.BIRD, T.WILDE
AIAA ACC NO A70-35448 A I A A ACC NO A68-33260
NP71-1N-017 PRSNTATN DF RESULTS OF FAA STUDY NP71-1N-018 SYMPOSIUM ON MACHINERY NOISE.
LNDUSE PLANNG RELATNG TO ARCRFT NOis BY AIRPRT ::::::::::
:::: G.VOGEL :::: ANON
AIAA ACC NO A67-12979 ASME PROC. MEETNG 11/69, LA CALIF, WINTER MEET
NP71-1N-019 THE COST OF AIRPORT NOISE NP71-1N-020 TCHNCL EVAL REPRT ON AGARD SPCLST
:::::::::: MEETING ON AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE SONIC BOOM
:::: E.RICHARDS :::: w.SEARS
NEW SCIENTIST LONDON. 9/24/70, V47, N720, P622 AGARD ADVISORY REPORT NO 22. 1/70, 8P
NP71-1N-021 AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE AND SONIC NP71MN-022 PROCEEDINGS OF THE RUTGERS NOISE
BOOM POLLUTION CONFERENCE
:::: ANON . :::: ANON ** SPNSRD BY RUTGERS UNIV
AGARD CONF PROC NO 42. 1969. 565P NOI POL CONF PROC. 5/22/68, NEW BRUNSWICK N.J.
NP71-1N-023 THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE OF NP71-1N-024 AERODYNAMIC NOISE
THE 70•s ::::::::::
:::: ANON ** HELD BOSTON MASS :::: H.RISNER ** USAF OFFICE set RESEARCH
16 ANUL MEET INST ENVIRON SCI PROC. 4/70. 522P SYMP AERODY NOISE PROC. 5/20/68, TORONTO CAN.
NP71-1N-025 ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE POLLUTION NP71-1N-026 THE U.N. AND WORLD POLLUTION
:::: K.KRYTER ** HOUSTON JR CHAM COM,us JAYCEE :::: c.STERLING
NAT POL CNTRL CONF EXPO. SAN FRAN.CAL. 4/70, 15P WASHINGTON POST. 7/28/70, A14
NP71-1N-027 NATIONAL POLLUTION CONTROL
CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION: AIR POL SESSION
:::: ANON ** HOUSTON JR CHAM COM, us JAYCEES
NAT POL CNTRL CONF EXPO. SAN FRAN.CAL.4/70
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NP71-1O-001 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF NOISE
GENERATED BY HOSPITAL INCUBATORS
:::: D.SANDERS, M.FRIEDMAN, D.WEINTRAUB
INT. AUDIOL. 1970, V9. P256-264
NP71-1O-002 NOISE GENERATION BY FLUID FLOW
THROUGH PIPES
:::: C.GORDON
ASME PUB NO 69-WA/GT-9. 1969, 7P
NP71-10-003 CONTROL-VALVE NOISE; CAUSE AND
CURE
:::: H.BAUMANN
CHEM ENG (NY). 5/17/71. V78. Nil, P120-26
NP71-10-005 NOISE POLLUTION - GUNFIRE NOISE
VOLUME 1
ff ANON
USGRD9 ACC NO AD-725-900
NP71-1O-004 THE GENERATION, PROPAGATION, AND
REDUCTION OF NOISE IN CIRCULATING WATR PMP SYS
» J.HENRY, C.CULVER, T.RANSICK
USGRDR ACC NO AO-630-869
NP71-1O-006 INVESTIGATION OF STEAM NOISE FROM
A ONE-INCH LS-4 LESLIE REDUCING VALVE
:::: H.CHING
USGRDR ACC NO AD-811-109
NP71-1O-007 ATMOSPHERIC NOISE FROM 20 HZ TO
30 KHZ
* E.MAXWELL
STAR ACC NO N68-25212
NP71-1O-008 THE SQUEAK OF SNOW
*X V.ARABADZHI. K.RUDIK
STAR ACC NO N66-25787
NP71-10-009 EXPERIMENTAL NOISE INVESTIGATION
OF MODEL NOZZLES
» D.PERNET
STAR ACC NO N65-16067
NP71-1O-010 SOISE CONSIDERATIONS IN METHODS
OF REGULATING FLUID FLOW
* R.MILROY
STAR ACC NO N65-12232
NP71-1O-011 ON COMBUSTION GENERATED NOISE
* W.STRAHLE
AIAA ACC NO A71-30780
NP71-1O-013 CAVITATION NOISE SPECTRUM AND
CAVITATION DAMAGE
* J.VARGA. G.SEBESTYEN
AIAA ACC NO A67-27870
NP71-1O-012 FROM THE INSTITUTE FOR
THEORETICAL GASDYNAMICS IN AACHEN
:::: R. STUFF ** IN GERMAN
A I A A ACC NO A68-34019
NP71-1O-014 GENERATION OF SOUND IN TURBULENT
FLOWS
ff H.BORNER
AIAA ACC NO A67-28519
NP71-1O-015 A REV OF ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE. THE
WRKNG GROUP ON RESRCH INTO ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE
* ANON
USGRDR ACC NO PB-195-892
NP71-1O-017 NOISE IN HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING TECHNOLOGY
:::: K.PREISENDANZ ** IN GERMAN
BBC NACHR (GERMANY). 6/69. V5 1 , N6. P320-6
NP71-1O-016 THE NOISE PRODUCED BY A STREAM
OF EXHAUST GASES
* T.RAJPERT ** IN POLISH
AIAA ACC NO A65-1498B
NP71-1O-018 HYDROACOUSTIC SIGNALS FROM
ATMOSPHERIC EXPLOSIONS
:::: J. NORTHROP, M.MORRISON
TRANS AMER GEOPHYS UNION. 11/70, V51, N11.P778
NP71-1O-019 ACOUSTIC POWER OF ORCHESTRA MUSIC
:::: S.EHARA ** IN JAPANESE
NHK TECH J (JAPAN). 1971. V23, Nl, P44-51
NP71-1O-021 NOISINESS OF IMPULSIVE SOUNDS
:::: S.FIDELL ET AL
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 12/70, V48, P1304-10
NP71-1O-020 CAN YOU HEAR THE HYDRAULICS
SYSTEM?
:::: J.NOSS
MACH DES. 9/17/70. V42. P141-5
NP71-1O-022 NOISE IN HOSPITALS A PROBLEM THE
PURCHASING AGENT CAN HELP ELIMINATE
:::: I.HUNT
CANAD HOSP. 10/68, V45, P80-1
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NP7i-io-023 SNORING: THEORY OF COMPENSATIVE
RESORTIA
:::: M.BOUUWARE
EYE EAR NOSE THROAT MONTHLY. 12/68. V47. P664 +
NP71-1O-024 LANDSLIDE NOISE
:::: J.CADMAN. R.GOODMAN
SCIENCE. 12/1/67, V158, P1182-4
NP71-10-02S NOISE TRANSMISSION THROUGH SHAFTS
:::: W.SORGE ** IN GERMAN
Z GES HYG. 8/67, VI3. P634-6
NP71-1O-027 THE PROBLEM OF NOISES IN HOSPITAL
PHONOMETRIC DATA IN VARIOUS ENVIRN AND CONDS
:::: G.SPAZIANTE ** IN ITALIAN
RIV ITAL IG. 9-12/66, V26, P468-511
NP71-1O-026 SOURCES OF NOISE AT CAMPING AREAS
AND POSSIBILITIES OF THEIR REDUCTION
:::: E.LANGE ** IN GERMAN
Z GES HYG. 2/68, V14, P143-5
NP71-1O-028 NOISE IN THE HOSPITAL ONE OF THE
MAIN COMPLAINTS OF HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS
:::: W.SCHWEISHEIMER ** IN GERMAN
MED KLIN. 5/14/65, V60, P816-7
NP71-10-029 OFFENSIVE NOISE CAUSED BY
DOMESTIC ANIMALS
:::: H.WIETHAUP ** IN GERMAN
MED KLIN. 8/20/65, V60, P1377-8
NP71-1O-030 HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEMS AND
THEIR NOISE PRODUCTION
:::: F.STRUMPF, K.OVESEN ** TOKYO
6 INT CONG ACOUST. 8/21/68,V4,PA F-5-9.P173-6
NP71-1O-031 NOISE AND VIBRATION PROBLEMS OF
SMALL CENTRAL HEATING CIRCULATING W A T E R PUMPS
:::: R.CLARK, S.PETRUSEWICZ
ASHRAE J. 2/71, V13, N2.3, P23-33
NP71-1O-032 SPOILER-GENERATED FLOW NOIS5--1
:::: C.GORDON
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 5/68, V43. N5. P1041-8
NP71-1O-033 REFRIGERATOR AND FREEZER NOISE—
NECESSARY NUISANCE
:::: E.DEMAND
ASHRAE J. 12/64. V6. N12. P56-9
NP71-IO-03S NOISE CONTROL IN AIR-HANDLING
SYSTEMS
:::: G.SANDERS
S/V SOUND VIB. 2/67. VI, N2. P8-18
NP71-1O-037 NOISE IN AIR-MOVING SYSTEMS
:::: R.KENNY
MACH DES. 9/26/68. V40, N23. P138-50
NP71-1O-039 NOISE-SOUND WITHOUT VALUE
* ANON
USGRDR ACC NO PB-180-299
NP71-1O-034 FAN AND FAN MOTOR NOISE IN
DOMESTIC REFRIGERATORS
:::: A.POTTER
ASHRAE J. 10/64, V6, N10. P37-41
NP71-10-036 NOISE IN HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
:::: S.SKAISTIS. D.KENNAMER, J.WALRAD
MACH DES. 11/19/64, V36, N27, P197+
NP71-1O-038 COMMUNITY NO ISE--SURFACE
TRANSPORTATION
:::: G.THIESSEN, N.OLSON
SV SOUND VI8. 4/68, V2, N4, P10-16
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NOISE MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS AND FACILITIES
NP71-2A-001 SOUND LEVEL CALIBRATOR
:::: ANON ** WEST CONCORD. MASS. 5P
INDUSTRY BRIEF. GENERAL RADIO. 1969
NP71-2A-003 DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
HARDWARE
:::: ANON
SOUND AND VIBRATION. 3/71, VS. N3. P4
NP71-2A-005 INSTRUMENTS FOR AIR AND
UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
:::: ANON
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 7/71. V50. Nl. P151-2
NP71-2A-007 ON DETECTION OF KNOWN SIGNAL IN
NON-GAUSSIAN NOISE PROCESS
:::: R.SPOONER
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 7/68. V44. Nl. P141-7
NP71-2A-009 NOISE DOSAGE METER
NP71-2A-002 NORTHRUP INSTALLS SYSTEM FOR
PLANE NOISE DETECTION
:::: J.STROTHMAN
ELECTRONIC NEWS. 8/24/70, V15. N779. P42
NP71-2A-004 THE MEASUREMENT OF LOUDNESS LEVEL
:::: P.LONGRIGG
INSTRUMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS.12/68.V41.Nl2.P104+
NP71-2A-011 A LOUDNESS ANALYZER FOR
COMPUTATION OF THE SUBJECTIVE LOUDNESS
:::: H.BLAESSER ** CONF ON. NOISE. LONDON. 1967
INST OF ELECTRICAL ENGRS. CONF PUB S3 26. P12+
NP71-2A-013 VENTURI TUBE DEVICES FOR SOUND
POWER MEASUREMENTS ON FANS ** IN GERMAN
:::: P.SCHUBERT, j.FREDRICK. W.TISMER
TECH MITT RFZ. 12/66. V10. N4, P153-9
NP71-2A-015 NOISE METER WITH AN ACOUSTICALLY
CORRECT EVALUATION OF PULSED DISTURBANCES
:::: S.BANDA ** IN GERMAN
NACHRICHTENTECHNIK. 7/65. VIS. N7. P272-6
NP71-2A-017 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR FETAL
AUDIOMETRY
:::: R.BENCH, ET AL
J ACOUST SOC AMES. 6/70. V47. PT2. ?1602-6
NP71-2A-019 EAR AS A MEASURING INSTRUMENT
:::: B.BAUER. E.TORICK. R.ALLEN
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 8/71. V50. N2. P40S-14
NP71-2A-006 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A
PROTOTYPE NOISE EXPOSURE METER
:::: R.BENSON ** WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB. FEB 64
TECH DOC AMRL-TDR-64-4, CONT NO AF33(616)-8436
NP71-2A-008 MINIATURE PIEZOELECTRIC
TRANSDUCERS FOR BROAD-BAND NOISE MEASUREMENTS
:::: H.HENNEN. R.LAMBERT ** UNIV OF MINNESOTA
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 9/68, V44, N3, P821-3
NP71-2A-010 MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT NOISE IN AIR WITH THE MIU SETS
X V.CHUVILIN, ET AL
MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY. 1 1/68. VI1. P1530-2
NP71-2A-012 INSTRUMENTATION TRENDS FOR NOISE
REDUCTION WORK, AS SEEN BY MECHANICAL ENGINEER
:::: P.BAADE
J AUDIO ENGR SOC. 10/66. V14, N4, P302-6
NP71-2A-014 A NOISE EXPOSURE DURATION
INDICATOR
:::: R.STRONG. K.NEELY
J SOUND VIB. 1/66. V3. Nl. Pl-3
NP71-2A-016 HIGHWAY NOISE MONITOR
:::: H.FLETCHER
J AUDIO ENGR SOC. 10/69, VI7, PS32-4
:::: ANON
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 6/70. V92. P52
NP71-2A-018 MAGNETOSTRICTION TRANSDUCERS FOR
ACOUSTIC EMISSION, IMPULSE. VIBRATION ANALYSIS
:::: L.LYNNWORTH, J.BRADSHAW
MATERIALS RESEARCH AND STANDARDS.3/71 ,V11.P33+
NP71-2A-020 INSTRUMENTING THE SUBJECTIVE
MEASUREMENT OF PRODUCT NOISE
:::: E.RABEK
J AUDIO ENGR SOC. 10/66. V14. P307-13
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NP71-2A-021 HIGH SPEED TRANSIENT ANALYZER NP71-2A-022 A NEW INDIVIDUAL NOISE DOSIMETER
:::: G.PARTRIDGE :::: S.LAGERHOLM, ET AL ** STOCKHOLM
J AUDIO ENG SOC* 4/67, V15, PI 71-5 ACTA OTOLARYNG. 6/27/66. SUPPL 224. P234+
NP71-2A-023 IMPACT NOISE ANALYZER NP71-2A-024 RECORD LEVEL INDICATOR FOR
:::::::::: REPETITIVE TRANSIENTS
:::: ANON :::: O.MCDANIEL. J.PROUT
ENGINEER. 9/10/65. V220, N433 J AUDIO ENG SOC. 4/67, V15, P169-70
NP71-2A-025 SOUND METER NP71-2A-026 APPLICATIONS OF REVERBERATION
:::::::::: CHAMBER IN SOLVING AUTOMOTIVE NOISE PROBLEMS
:::: ANON :::: R.LABRECHE
ENGINEER. 5/5/67. V223, P686 SAE PAPER 670161. 1/67, 5P
NP71-2A-027 INSTRUMENTS FOR CHECKING INPLANT NP71-2A-028 ACTIVE FILTER FOR LOW FREQUENCY
NOISE NOISE POWER SPECTRA MEASUREMENT
:::: R.DUNN :::: K.KNOTT. j.BOWMAN
PLANT ENGINEERING. 2/4/71, V25, P31-5 ELECTRONIC ENGINEER. 11/66. V38. P738-40
NP71-2A-029 AN OR IGINAL. OEVICE AND METHOD FOR NP71-2A-Q30 ACOUSTIC POWER MEASURING DEVICE
NOISE RECORDING IN THE TEMPOROMANDiBULAR JOINT ::::::::::
:::: M.HARY. ET AL ** RUMANIA :::: C.MOORE, A.ELLISON
STOMATOLOGIA(BUCUR). 3/71. V18, P139-47 J SCI INSTRUM. 6/68. SER2, VI, P659-61
NP71-2A-031 DEVELOPMENT OF A PERSONAL NP71-2A-032 ACOUSTIC TURBULENT WATER-FLOW
MONITORING INSTRUMENT FOR NOISE TUNNEL
:::: F.CHURCH :::: G.CAREY, ET AL
J AMER INOUSTR HYG ASS. 1/65. V26. P59-62 J ACOUST SOC AMER. 2/67, V41, P373-9
NP71-2A-033 PLANE WAVE TUBE FOR LOW^AUDIO NP71-2A-034 THE NOISE DOSIMETER FOR MEASURING
FREQUENCY AND INFRASONIC ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS PERSONAL NOISE EXPOSURE
:::: A.BROUNS :::: S.LAGERHOLM, ET AL
J ACOUST SOC AM6R. 5/70. V47. P1I45-9 ACTA OTOLARYNG. 1969. SUPP 263, P139-44
NP71-2A-035 PRIMER ON SOUND LEVEL METERS NP71-2A-036 FACILITIES AND INSTRUMENTATION
:::::::::: FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE STUDIES
:::: B.KATZ :::: R.GORTON
AUDIO. 8/69, V53, P22-4 JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING POWER. 1/67. N89. Pl-13
NP71-2A-037 NOISE HAZARD METER NP71-2A-038 SYSTEM KEEPS EYE ON NOISE
:::: J.BOTSFORD :::: ANON
J AMER INDUSTR HYG ASS. 2/71, V32, P92-5 ELECTRONICS. 6/10/68, V41, P197-9
NP71-2A-039 ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION NP71-2A-040 A LARGE VEHICLE ACOUSTIC TEST
INSTRUMENTATION ** SYMPOSIUM, PHILADELPHIA, PA FACILITY
:::: R.CHAPMAN ** HELD PHILADELPHIA ?A 5/19/68 :::: G.BOSCO ** A I A A ACC NO A71-21430
SYMPOS INSTRUM SOC AMER PAPERS. 1969, 171P JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES. 1/71, V14
NP71-2A-041 A PROPOSAL FOR A SIMPLE SOUND NP71-2A-042 DIGITAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
LEVEL METER ACOUSTIC TESTING ** I.S.A. CONF. PROCEEDINGS
» W.REICHARDT. K.NOTBOHM ** IN GERMAN :::: R.MUKAI
AIAA ACC NO A71-36221 AIAA ACC NO A70-18432
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NP71-2A-043 A SOUND MONITORING SYS FOR ME AS
AIRCRAFT NOISE IN THE VICINITY OF AIRPORTS
:::: J.COLARUOTOLO
AIAA ACC NO A70-37908
NP71-2A-044 A COMPUTERIZED AIRCRAFT NOISE
MOITORING SYSTEM - EXAMPLE. STUTTGART AIRPORT
:::: W.GLIETSCH
AIAA ACC NO A70-37909
NP71-2A-045 SIX-CHANNEL SPECTRUM AVERAGER FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL ACOUSTIC TESTING
:::: c.CHAPMAN
AIAA ACC NO A69-33658
NP7I-2A-047 PERFORMANCE DATA OF REVERBERATION
CHAMBER AND ITS AUXILLIARY EQUIPMENTS
* K.NIWA. S.ARAMAKI, Y.NAGASAWA
AIAA ACC NO A68-32752 ** IN JAPANESE
NP71-2A-049 A TRANSIENT DATA RECORDER FOR
SONIC BOOM APPLICATIONS
:::: H.DIEBLER
AIAA ACC NO A68-4276I
NP71-2A-046 FEWEST AND LARGEST AERO-ENGINE
NOISE RESEARCH FACILITY
* ANON
AIAA ACC NO A68-28411
NP71-2A-048 RECENT MEAS OF JET AND COMPRESSOR
NOISE APPLIC TO CALCUALTION AND PREDIC METHODS
# M.KOBRYNSKI
A I A A ACC NO A68-39237 ** IN FRENCH
NP71-2A-050 EXPER WITH THE AUTOMATIC AIRCRAFT
NOISE MONITORING EQUIP AT THE FRANKFURT AIRPRT
:::: G.HAFKEMEYER. ET AL ** IN GERMAN
AIAA ACC NO A67-21941
NP71-2A-051 RECORDING AIRCRAFT FLYOVER NOISE NP71-2A-052 ANECHOIC CHAMBER
:::: E.ZWIEBACK
SV SOUND VIB. 9/67. VI. P17-24
:::: ANON
INSULATION (LOND). 9,10/67. VI1. N5. P238
NP71-2A-O53 EQUIPMENT FOR MEASUREMENT AND
ANALYSIS OF ACOUSTIC NOISE
:::: p.BREEZE, L.JAMES
INSTRUMENT PRACTICE. 3/65, V19. N3. P223-6
NP71-2A-055 COMPLETE LABORATORIES FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATION AND NOISE
* O.GUZEYEV. ET AL
STAR ACC NO N70-33663
NP71-2A-057 AUTOMATIC LOUDNESS ANALYSIS
:::: H.BLAESSER. H.FINCKH
STAR ACC NO N68-11170
NP71-2A-059 JET PROPULSION LABORATORY HIGH-
INTENSITY ACOUSTIC TEST SYSTEM
* ANON
STAR ACC NO N68-32129
NP71-2A-061 PROPOSALS FOR AN INTEGRAT NOISE
DOSE METER AND DESCRIP OF THE TYPE 1 INSTRU
* M.BEENY
STAR ACC NO N67-26142
NP71-2A-063 THE QUESTION OF PASS BAND WIDTH
IN NOISE-MEASURING DEVICES
* U.POUYAKOV
STAR ACC NO N66-30049
NP71-2A-054 INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR
MEASUREMENT OF SONIC-BOOM SIGNATURES
:::: D.HILTON, J.NEWMAN JR
AIAA ACC NO A66-33025
NP71-2A-056 THE SANDIA LABORATORIES ACOUSTIC
FACILITY
* D.SMALLWOOD
STAR ACC NO N69-25600
NP71-2A-058 MEAS OF STRONG ACOUSTIC PRESSURES
INVOLVING RIGID SURFACES. EQUIP AND STANDARDS
* P.LIENARD. M.8ENARD. J.LAMBOURION
STAR ACC NO N68-12696 ** IN FRENCH
NP71-2A-060 NOISE MEAS IN DIFFICULT CONDITION
OF VIBRATIONS AND TEMPERATURE
:::: M.BENARD, P.LIENARD
STAR ACC NO N67-26123
NP71-2A-062 INSTALL. OPERATION AND MAINTENAN
INSTRUCTION FOR ACOUSTIC SPECTRA COMPAR RECORD
« R.MOREFIELD




STAR ACC NO N65-18899
NOISE MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS AND FACILITIES 23
NP71-2A-065 PRELIMINARY MEAS OF TAKE-OFF AND
LAND NOISE FROM A NEW INSTRUMENTED RANGE
:::: c.TANNER. N.MCLEOD
STAR ACC NO N65-31110
NP71-2A-067 NOISE. ITS MEASUREMENT AND
CONTROL IN BUILDINGS AND FACTORIES
:::: H.HINDS
PLANT ENG (LONG). 4/70. V14. N4. P6S-71
NP71-2A-069 VEHICLE NOISE LIMIT INDICATOR
NP71-2A-066 A BALLOON-BORNE MICROPHONE SYSTEM
:::: A.LARA. A.PEREZ-LOPEZ. J.SANTIAGO
6 INT CONG ACDUS.8/68.V4.PAPR F-l-10.P33.TOKYO
NP71-2A-071 NOISE MEASUREMENTS IN THE KIND
TUNNELS
:::: D.HICKEY. P.SODERMAN, M.KELLY
NASA SPEC PUpL 207. 7/69. P399-408
NP71-2A-073 COMPUTER-CONTROLLED AIHCRFT-NOISE
MONITORING SYS AT SCHIPHOL AIRPORT. AMSTERDAM
:::: W.FRIESS
NEWS. ROHDE AND SCHWARZ. 1970. V10. N40. P5-9
NP71-2A-075 NEW ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING
RESEARCH LAB
:::: ANON
DIESEL AND GAS ENGINE PROG. S/65. V31. N5. P50
:::: J.COFFMAN
STAR ACC NO N65-34826
NP7I-2A-068 LOW COST NOISE METER WITH IMPULS
NOISE MEASURING DEVICE
:::: G.FUCHS. C.METZADOUR
6 INT CONG ACOUS. 8/68.V3.PAPR D-2-3.P45.TOKYO
NP71-2A-070 MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTIC POWER OF
FANS
:::: L.SCHMIDT ** IN GERMAN
LUFT-UKAELTETECHNIK. 2/68, V4. Nl, P12-17
NP71-2A-072 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT. PRIME
NEED. INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN FIELD.
:::: R.BENDER
POWER. 10/70. V114. N10. P50-3
NP7I-2A-074 TAPE RECORDER IN ACOUSTICAL
MEASUREMENTS
:::: A.PETERSON
SV SOUND VIB. 10/67. VI. N10. P14-20
NP71-2A-076 AUTOMATIC NOISE SAMPLE ANALYZER
:::: H.KOPPE
INSTRUMENT PRACTICE. 12/64. V18. N12. P1252-5
NP71-2A-077 INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR
MEASUREMENT OF SONIC-BOOM SIGNATURES
:::: D.HILTON, J.NEWMAN JR
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 5/66. V39, N5. PT2. PS31
NP71-2A-079 HOW LOUDNESS OF SOUND IS
DETERMINED WHEN EVAL ELECTRIC MOTOR NOISES
:::: R.MUELLER
GEN MOTORS ENG J. FIRST QTR/65 .VI2.N1.P15-19
NP71-2A-078 EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES FOR
NOISE MEASUREMENT
:::: R.OONLEY
SV SOUND VIB. 1/67. VI, Nl. P12-22
NP71-2A-080 LOUDNESS LEVEL METER FOR
BROADBAND AND PULSE-CONTAINING SOUND
:::: T.PFEIFFER ** IN GERMAN
ACUSTICA. 1966. V17, N6. P322-34
NOISE MEASUREMENT METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
NP71-2B-001 NOISE AND BLAST MEASUREMENTS
0 ANON
USGRDR ACC NO AD-725-525
NP71-2B-002 ESTIMATING METHOD FOR PREDICTING
NOISE ORIGINATING IN AIR COND SYS ON NAVAL VES
:::: F.HOLGATE. L.SHAPIRO. A.SIMOWITZ
USGRDR ACC NO AD-814-600L
NP71-2B-O03 NOISE MEAS PERFORMED ON BODIES IN NP71-2B-004 PRECALC OF AIRCRAFT NOISE TO BE
A FLOW IN SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS. PART 1 ANTIC AROUND AIRPORTS. NEWER DATA
x* G.SCHULZ :::: E.KOPPE. J.KRUGER. K.MATSCHAT. E.MULLER
STAR ACC NO N69-20510 KAMPF LARM. 1970, V17, Nl . Pl-7
24 NOISE MEASUREMENT METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
NP71-2B-005 INFLUNCE OF CNDUCTR CONCTNG A NO I
GNRATR AND A 2-PORT NTWRK DURNG NOIS MEASRMNTS
X* M.PFEILER
STAR ACC NO N67-11749
NP71-2B-007 DETERMINING THE SOUND POWER OF
ROTATING ELCTRCL MACHINES IN A REVERB ROOM
:::: B.PLONER
BROWN BOVERI REV. 9/67. V54. N9. P648-57
NP71-2B-006 MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTIC NOISE
RADIATED BY SMALL ELECTRIC MACHINES
:::: A.ELLISON, c.MOORE ** CONF PUB NO 26
INSTITUTION ELEC ENGNRS. 1966. P30-3
NP71-2B-008 TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING THE NOISE
CHARACTERISTICS OF MACHINES
X G.OSIPOV, D.LOPASHEV, E.FEDOSEEVA
MEAS TECH. 6/66. N6. P729-33
NP71-2B-009 A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS OF ACOUSTICAL NOISE
:::: R.PETERSON, R.HOFFMAN
IBM J RES DEVELOP. 5/65. V9. N3. P205-8
NP71-2B-011 MEASUREMENT OF TRANSFORMER NOISE
AND ITS REDUCTION
:::: G.ANTIPPA
j ENGL ELECT. 7-8/68, V23, N4, P21-7
NP71-2B-013 SWITCHING NOISE MEASUREMENTS WITH
AN IMPULSE-SOUND-LEVEL METER ** IN GERMAN
:::: E.PFLAUM
ELEKTRIZITATSWIRTSCHAFT. 9/68. V67. N20. P609
NP71-2B-015 AUTOMATIC TESTING OF SMALL ELECTR
MOTORS AND APPARATUS FOR NOISE AND VIBRATION
:::: H.FORKMANN ** IN GERMAN
ABF WISSENSHAFTLICHE PUB DER TH ILEMENAU. 1968
NP71-2B-017 ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT OF ROAD
MOTOR VEHICLES ** IN CZECH
:::: V.KOP
SLA8OPROUDY O8JOR. 1970. V31. N2. P76-9
NP71-2B-019 METHODS OF MEASUREMENT OF
ACOUSTIC NOISE RADIATED BY AN ELECTRIC MACHINE
:::: A.ELLISON. C.MOORE. S.YANG
PROC INST ELEC ENG. 8/69. V116. N8. P1419-31
NP71-2B-021 SOLUTION TO PROBLEM OF MEAS SOUND
FIELD OF A SOURCE IN PRESENCE OF GROUND SURFAC
:::: C.MOORE
J SOUND VI8. 5/71. VI6, N2. P269-82
NP71-2B-023 METHODS OF MEASUREMENT AND
ANALYSIS OF THE NOISE OF AIRCRAFT IN FLIGHT
9 S.AUZOLLE. J.HAY ** IN FRENCH
AIAA ACC NO A71-31844
NP71-28-025 METHODS OF INTRPRTNG AND TREATING
ACOUSTIC INFO IN STUDIES OF AIRCRFT ENGNE NOIS
* J.HAY ** IN FRENCH
AIAA ACC NO A69-37756
NP71-2B-010 NOISE SOURCE MEASUREMENT METHODS
:::::::::: ** IN POLISH
:::: H.MUSIALEK
POMIARY AUTOMAT KONTROLA. 6/68. V14. N6. P267
NP71-2B-012 NOISE MEASUREMENTS IN DIFFICULT
CONDITIONS OF VIBRATIONS AND TEMPERATURE
:::: M.BENARD, P.LIENARD ** CONF PUB NO 26
INSTITUTION ELEC ENGNRS. 1966, P26-9
NP71-2B-014 MEASUREMENT OF THE ATTENUATION OF
1NDVDUAL NOISE PROTCTN MEDIA BY MEANS CNCLATN
:::: R.PIAZZA ** IN ITALIAN
ALTA FREQUENZA. 9/68 V37, N9, P854-5
NP71-2B-016 NOISE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
:::: W.RICHINGS
DAWE INSTRUMENTS. 1970. 19P
NP71-2B-018 SOUND LEVEL MEASUREMENTS OF LOW
POWER TRANSFORMERS
:::: J.WOJEIK
PRZEGLAD ELEKTRON. 1969. VI0. N2, P89-95
NP71-2B-020 MEASUREMENT OF NOISE
:::: R.BRUCE
IEEE TRAN GEOSCI ELCTRN. 7/70, VGE-8. N3. P130
NP71-2B-022 EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING
:::: C.TATRO
MATER RES STAND. 3/71, VI1. N3. P17-20
NP71-2B-024 REPEATABILITY OF GROUND-TEST
NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON AN AIRCRAFT ENGINE
:::: H.THORPE
AIAA ACC NO A70-35183
NP71-2B-026 NOISE MEASUREMENT AT OKECIE
AIRPORT ** IN POLISH
* T.RAJPERT
AIAA ACC NO A68-39607
NOISE MEASUREMENT METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 25
NP71-28-027 THE NATURE MEASUREMENT AND NP71-2B-028 MEAS AND ANAL OF CABIN NOISE AND
CONTROL OF SONIC BOOMS NOISE IN VICINITY OF AN AIRCRAFT - SONIC BOOM
:::: H.HUBBARD. D.MAGLIERI * J.SULC ** IN CZECH
AIAA ACC NO A67-21942 AIAA ACC NO A67-22467
NP71-2B-029 NEW INFRASONIC MEAS TECHNIQUES NP71-2B-030 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH
AND OBSERVATIONS OF ROCKET ENGINE NOISE MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTIC TRANSIENTS
» V.FEHR :::: G.HARBOLD. R.TEGT. J.STANDEVEN
STAR ACC NO N6S-22952 AIAA ACC NO A65-32635
NP71-2B-031 SURVEY OF NOISE MEASUREMENT NP71-2B-032 NOISE MEAS AT WRKSHPS FOR AUTOGEN
METHODS WELD AND CUT AND AT A PLASMA-CUTTING DEVICE
:::: J.RANZ :::: J.GABELMANN ** IN GERMAN
MACHINE DESIGN. 11/10/66. V38. P199-206 ZBL ARBEITSMED. 4/69. V19. P114-9
NP71-2B-033 PROPAGATION AND MEASUREMENT OF NP71-2B-034 OPTIMUM AND CONVENTIONAL
JET NOISE DETECTION USING A LINEAR ARRAY
» A.EVENSON. N.BARR :::: J.LEWIS* P.SCHULTHEISS
STAR ACC NO N68-32218 J ACOUST SOC AMER. 4/71, V49, PI 083-91
NP71-2B-035 REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND METHODS NP71-2B-036 BETTER NOISE MEASUREMENT PINS
FOR MEAS LOUDNS AND NOISINESS OF COMPLX SOUNDS DOWN TROUBLE SPOTS
:::: K.KRYTER :::: R.CARSON
NASA CONTRACT REP NO 422. 4/66 PROD ENG. 10/24/66. V37. P28-30
NP71-2B-037 RECENT NOISE MEASUREMENT NP71-2B-038 DETECTION OF NOISELIKE SOUNDS IN
TECHNIQUES TELEPHONE SPEECH
:::: P.TANNER :::: H.DRUCKER
ANN OCCUP HYG. 10/67. VI0. P375-80 J ACOUST SOC AMER. 7/68. V44. P9-12
NP71-2B-039 DESIGN FOR QUIET - MEASURING NP71-2B-040 MEASURING BEARING NOISE
NO ISE ::::::::::
:::: J.CAMPBELL :::: ANON
MACHINE DESIGN. 9/14/67. V39, P216-24 ENGINEERING. 4/10/70. V209. P358-9
NP71-2B-041 MONITORING OF AIRCRAFT NOISE NP71-2B-042 ON THE PRACTICE OF THE MEASUREMNT
:::::::::: OF NOISE AND VIBRATIONS IN FACTORIES
:::: ANON :::: G.WOLFF ** IN GERMAN
STAR ACC NO N68-25650 ZBL ARBEITSMED. 8/65. V15. P181-4
NP71-2B-043 CONNECTICUT LAUNCHES TRAFFIC NP71-2B-044 FIELD-MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF
NOISE CONTROL PROGRAM AUDIOMETRIC ROOMS
:::: ANON :::: E.JOHNSON
SV SOUND VIB. 2/70. V4, N2. P4.6.8 SV SOUND VIB. 11/69. V3. Nil. P25-8
NP71-2B-045 ACCURACY CNSIDRATNS IN SOUND POWR NP71-2B-046 INVESTIGATION OF THE CALIBRATION
MEAS FOR NOISE RADIATED BY MACHINES... OF MICROPHONES FOR SONIC BOOM MEASUREMENT
:::: G.HUEBNER. G.SEHRNDT * J.VAN HOUTEN, R.BROWN
6 INT CONG ACOUS. TOKYO. 8/68. V4. PA F-l-3 P9 STAR ACC NO N68-25316
NP71-2B-047 STANDARDIZATION OF MACHINERY NP71-2B-048 PROCEDURE FOR MAKING A REFINERY
SOUND MEASUREMENT SOUND SURVEY
:::: P.BAADE :::: R.PREVOST
ASME-PAPER 69-WA/FE-30. 11/16/69 NAT PETRL REFNRS ASSN TECH PAPR MC-69-59. 6/69
26 NOISE MEASUREMENT METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
NP71-28-049 ACOUSTIC FLOW MEAS IN CHANNEL SYS NP71-2B-050 AIRBORNE AND STRUCTURE-BORNE
COMPONENTS OF HIGH SPEED AIR CONDITNING PLANTS NOISE OF SMALL GEAR MOTORS
:::: H.BROCKMEYER ** IN GERMAN :::: E.RABEK
HEIZUNG LUEFTUNG HAUSTECHNIK, 3/69. V20.N3.P97 SV SOUND VIB. 6/67, VI, N6, P8-14
NP71-2B-051 TENTATIVE METHOD OF PRODUCING NP71-2B-052 TOOLS AND METHODS FOR AUTOMOTIVE
DIFFUSE SOUND FIELDS VEHICLE NOISE AND VIBRATION TESTING
:::: A .RAES :::: A.SOGOIAN, W.PALIGA
J SOUND VIB. 3/70, VI1. N3. P289-97 SAE—PAPER 670162. 1/67
NP71-2B-053 INSTRUMENTATION TRENDS FOR NOISE NP71-2B-054 NOISE MEASUREMENTS OF RADIAL
REDUCTION WORK AS SEEN BY MECHANICAL ENGINEER VENTILATORS
:::: P.BAADE :::: K.KOCH-EMMERY
J AUDIO ENG SOC. 10/66. V14. N4. P302-6 HEIZUNG LUEFTUNG HAUSTECHNIK. 11/64, VIS. Nil
NP71-2B-055 MEASRNG ESTMTNG NOISE WITH RSPECT NP71-2B-056 OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE
TO CNSRVATN HERNG SPECH COMUNICATN AND ANOYNCE MEASUREMENT OF TRUCK NOISE
x T.I TOW :::: R.HILLQUIST
ELECTRON COMMUN JAPAN. 9/64. V47, N9, Pl-14 SV SOUND VIB. 4/67, VI, N4. PS-13
NP71-2B-057 NOISE MEASUREMENTS AT CEMENT NP71-2B-058 CALCULATING NOISE LEVEL OF SHAKER
WORKS CONVEYORS ** IN GERMAN
:::: G.FUNKE :::: R.HOFFMANN ET AL
ZEMENT-KALK-GIPS. 9/65, V18, N9, P491-5 FOEROERN U HEBEN. 8/67. V17. Nil, P657-60
NP71-2B-059 MEASUREMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF NP71-2B-060 DEVELOPMENT OF ANECHOIC
AIRCRAFT NOISE IN VICINITY OF AIRPORTS TERMINATION FOR FAN NOISE MEASUREMENTS
:::: F.INGERSLEV :::: S.HOLGERSSON ** p v.2.1-1
J SOUND VIB. 1/66. V3. Nl, P95-9 ASHRAE TRANS. 1968, V74, PT1, PAPER 2069
NP71-2B-061 ESTIMATING NOISE HAZARD WITH NP71-28-062 SOURCES OF SOUND IN OUTDOOR
SOUND-LEVEL METER AIR-CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
:::: J.FLANAGAN, N.GUTTMAN :::: A.POTTER
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 9/64. V36, N9. P16S4-8 ASHRAE J. 4/67. V9, N4. P42-7
NP71-2B-063 SCANNING TECHNIQUES FOR RANDOM NP71-2B-064 AUDIBLE NOISE AND VIBRATION
NOISE TESTING . MEASUREMENT
:::: c.CHAPMAN :::: J.JENSEN
J ENVIRON SCI. 2/68, Vll, Nl, P27-35 ELECTRO TECHNOLOGY. 10/64. V74, N4* P101
NP71-2B-065 APPLICATION OF CORRELATION METHO NP71-2B-066 NOISE MEASUREMENTS AND REGULATION
TO INVESTIGATION OF COMBUSTION NOISE ::::::::::
:::: V.KURNATOV ** IN RUSSIAN :::: J.THIRY ** IN GERMAN
ENERGOMASHINOSTROENIE. 3/67. N3, P24-6 INGENIEURS DE L*AUTOMOBILE.6/65.V38.N6.P297
NP71-28-Q67 NEW RATING METHOD FOR DUCT NP71-2B-068 INVESTIGATIONS OF DISTURBING
SILENCERS RESIDENTIAL NOISE (SOUND TRANSMITTED BY AIR)
:::: D.CALLAWAY, M.HIRSCHORN :::: W.FASOLD ** P157-68
HEAT PIPING AIR COND. 12/66* V38, N12. P88-95 HOCHFREQUENZTECH ELEKTROAKUST. 11/64* V73, N5
NP71-2B-069 NOISE IN VENTILATION SYSTEMS NP71-2B-070 AIRCRAFT NOISE TYPE CERTIFICATION
:::::::::: ORIENTATION SESSION
:::: G.PORGES » j.WATERS. R.GLASS
HEAT VENT ENG. 1/66. V39, N462+. P367-8 STAR ACC NO N71-26304
NOISE MEASUREMENT METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 27
NP7I-2B-071 AIRCRAFT NOISE TYPE CERTIFICATION
ORIENTATION SESSION: LECTURE NOTES SUPLMNT 2
* J.WATERS. J.MCFADDEN. R.GLASS
STAR ACC NO N71-26305
NP71-2B-072 AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES. FACILITIES. AND TEST RESULTS
# M.MORGAN. S.SUCIU
STAR ACC NO N7O-13155
NP71-28-073 IN-FLIGHT MANIKIN RECORDINGS FOR
EVLUATNG EFICNCY OF FLGHT HELMTS RADIO COMUN..
* C.WILLIAMS. J.FORSTALL. J.GREENE
STAR ACC NO N70-I6970
NP71-2B-075 MEASURING MACHINE AND EQUIPMENT
NOISE
f» B.OSIPOV
STAR ACC NO N69-1S906
NP71-28-074 SELECTIVE ANALYSIS OF NOISE FROM
A COMPLEX SOURCE
* F.GRIGORYAN
STAR ACC NO N70-19856
NP71-2B-076 VARIABILITY IN SONIC-BOOM SGNTURS
MEASRD ALONG AN 8000-FOOT LINEAR ARRAY
* D.MAGLIERI. V.HUCKEL. H.HENDERSON ET AL
STAR ACC NO N69-17279
NP71-2B-077 MEASUREMENT OF SPINNING ACOUSTIC
MODES GENERATED IN AN AXIAL FLOW FAN
* B.MUGRIDGE
STAR ACC NO N69-18766
AIRCRAFT NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA
NP71-2C-001 VARIABILITY IN AIRPLANE NOISE
MEASUREMENTS
:::: D.HILTON. H.HENDERSON
NASA SP-189. 10/68. PAPER 24, P359-67
NP71-2C-003 COCKPIT NOISE INTENSITY: FIFTEEN
SINGLE ENGINE LIGHT AIRCRAFT
:::: J.TOBIAS
AM 68-31
NP71-2C-002 RECOMMENDED PRACTICES FOR USE IN
MEAS AND EVAL OF ARCRFT NEIGHBRHD NOISE LEVELS
:::: A.MCPIKE
SAE—PAPER 650216. 4/65. 9P
NP71-2C-004 CONFERENCE IN STOL TRANSPORT
AIRCRAFT NOISE CERTIFICATION
a ANON
USGRDR ACC NO AD-685-610
NP71-2C-005 MEASRD FLYOVER NOISE LEVLS OF THE
OC-8-62 POWRD BY JT3D-3B ENGNS WITH LONG...
* B.ADAMS
STAR ACC NO N68-32222
NP71-2C-007 JET AIRCRAFT NOISE OVER
RESIDENTIAL AREAS
:::: W.MEECHAM. S.LANE. p.HURDLE ** PAPER ISP
ACOUST SOC AMER. ANNL MEET. HOUSTON TEX. 11/70
NP71-2C-009 ANALYSES OF PROPELLER VORTEX
NOISE
* D.BROWN ** PAPER
ACOUST SOC AMER SPRING MEET. WASH DC. 4/71. 9P
NP71-2C-011 RESULTS OF THE STUDY OF NOISE AND
VIBRATIONS IN DOMESTIC PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
* C.PUZYNA ** IN POLISH
AIAA ACC NO A69-40005
NP71-2C-006 CITY NOISES REACH FEARSOME LEVELS
ON SONIC PROFILE
:::: c.SMITH
SAN DIEGO UNION. 12/70. B-l B-4 B-5
NP71-2C-008 COMMUNITY NOISE LEVELS OF THE
DC-10 AIRCRAFT
:::: A.MCPIKE ** CONF 7/71. ALBERTA. CANADA
CASI PAPER 72/5. 7/71. 7P
NP71-2C-010 RESULTS OF SOUND-LEVEL MEASMNTS
IN THE COCKPIT OF TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
* H.DEMUS. W.LORENZ ** IN GERMAN
AIAA ACC NO A70-16925
NP71-2C-012 COCKPIT NOISE ENVIRONMENT OF
AIRLINE AIRCRAFT
:::: R.STONE
AEROSPACE MEDICINE. 9/69, V40. P989-993
28 AIRCRAFT NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA
NP71-2C-013 DETERMINATION OF THE NOISE
CHARACTRSTCS OF JET ARCRFT OURNG LNDNG APPROCH
X V.KVITKA, B.MEL'NIKOV
SOVIET PHYSICS-ACOUSTICS. 1-3/68. V13. P385
NP71-2C-01S SOME MEASUREMENTS OF THE SONIC
BANGS PRODUCED AT EXERCISE WESTMINISTER
» S.HAWKINS. J.HICKS
USGRDR .ACC NO AD-687-17S
NP71-2C-014 ACOUSTIC EVNIHONMENTS OF THE
F-lltA AIRCRAFT DURING GROUND RUNUP
* J.COLE, J.ROSE JR
USGRDR ACC NO AD-673-346
NP71-2C-016 NOISE WITHIN THE BELL UH-1P
HELICOPTER DURING FLIGHT
* D.GASAWAY
USGROR ACC NO AD-7I3-830
NP71-2C-017 FLY-OVER NOISE DURING TAKE OFF OF
THE DC-8 WITH JT4A-9 ENGINES
« A.MCPIKE
STAR ACC NO N68-32230
NP71-2C-018 AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE AND SONIC
BOOM
:::: J.HAY ** IN FRENCH
AGARD CONF PROC. 5/69. N42. 14P
NP71-2C-019 FLY-OVER NOISE DURING TAKE OFF OF
THE DC-8 WITH JT3C-6 ENGINES
» A.MCPIKE
STAR ACC NO N68-32229
NP71-2C-020 AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES. FACILITIES. AND TEST RESULTS
:::: W.MORGAN, s.suciu ** IN FRENCH
AGARO CONF PROC. 5/69. N42, 16P
NP71-2C-021 FLYOVER NOISE DURING TAKEOFF AND
LANDING OF THE DC-8-61 AIRCRAFT
* ANON
STAR ACC NO N68-32225
NP71-2C-023 SONIC BOOM GROUND PRESSURE MEASMN
FOR FLGHTS AT ALTITDES IN EXCSS 70,000 FT ...
:::: D.MAGLIERI
NASA SP-180. 1968. P19-27
NP71-2C-025 EXPERIMENTAL ATMOSPHERIC ABSRPTN
VALUES FROM AIRCRAFT FLYOVER NOISE SIGNALS
* D.BISHOP. M.SIMPSON. D.CHANG
STAR ACC NO N71-28883
NP71-2C-027 ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS PRODUCED BY
THE C-5A AIRCRAFT DURING GROUND OPERATIONS
* J.COLE, R.POWELL
STAR ACC NO N71-20824
NP71-2C-029 MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF C-5A
INTERIOR ACOUS ENVIRNMNTS DURNG FLGHT OPRATNS
* J.ROSE JR
STAR ACC NO N71-25060
NP7I-2C-031 COCKPIT NOISE EXPOSURES ASSOCIATO
WITH THE OPRATN OF FIXED AND ROTRY WING APICRFT
a D . G A S A W A Y
STAR ACC NO N70-33974
NP71-2C-022 C-141A INTERIOR ACOUSTICAL NOISE
MEASUREMENTS A/C NO. 6004(AF 6127781
* J.GIBSON
STAR ACC NO N66-15469
NP71-2C-024 SONIC BOOM TESTS
:::: ANON
ENGINEERING NEWS RECORD. 9/70, V185. Nl2* P62
NP71-2C-026 NOISE ASSOCIATED WITH OPERATION
OF AIR FORCE OV-10A AIRCRAFT
* D.GASAWAY
STAR ACC NO N71-12230
NP71-2C-028 NOISE ASSOCIATED WITH AIRBORNE
OPERATION OF C-141A AIRCRAFT
* D.GASAWAY
STAR ACC NO N71-23748
NP71-2C-030 NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE C-5A
HEAVY LOGISTICS TRANSPORT
* J.BAIR
STAR ACC NO N70-13168
NP71-2C-032 FLYOVER NOISE DURING TAKE-OFF AND
LNDNG OF SERIES 50 DC-8 WITH P AND WA JT30-1..
* A.MCPIKE. A.MARSCH
STAR ACC NO N68-32228
NP71-2C-033 COMMUNITY REACTIONS TO AIRCRAFT
NOISE--NOISE MEASUREMENTS
« W.CONNOR
STAR ACC NO N69-11580
NP71-2C-034 COMMUNITY NOISE LEVELS FOR
VARIOUS AIRCRAFT DURING TAKE-OFF AND LANDING
* R.HULSEY
STAR ACC NO N68-32203
AIRCRAFT NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA 29
NP71-2C-035 NOISE ENVIRONMENTS AND HELMET NP71-2C-036 MEASRD FLYOVER NOISE LEVLS OF THE
PERFORMANCE FOR THE P-1127 V/STOL AIRCRAFT DC-8 POWRD BY JT3D-3B ENGNS WITH SHRT FAN-...
# H.SOMER. J.ROSE, W.KNOBLACH 0 B.ADAMS
STAR ACC NO N69-32796 STAR ACC NO N68-32223
NP71-2C-037 BOOMS PRODUCED BY A MIRAGE 3 B IN NP71-2C-038 GROUND ACOUSTICAL SURVEY OF THE
ACLRATD FLT OPRATN JERICHO- FOCLZATN ISTRES.. R-57F AIRPLANE WITH TF-33-P-11A ENGINE
0 M.FROBOESE ** IN GERMAN » J.DRETHER, J.WAFFORD
STAR ACC NO N68-15019 STAR ACC NO N68-15129
NP71-2C-039 FLYOVER NOISE DURING TAKEOFF AND
LANDING OF THE DC-9-30 AIRCRAFT
* E.FISH
STAR ACC NO N68-32221
NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA (EXCLUDING AIRCRAFT)
NP71-2D-001 INTERIOR NOISE EVALUATION OF THE NP71-2D-002 NOISE FROM PNEUMATIC ROCK DRILLS
T114 ARMORED COMMAND AND RECONNAISSANCE VEHICL MEASUREMENT AND SIGNIFICANCE
tt G.GARINTHER 0 W.MILLER
USGRDR ACC NO AD-681-208 USGROR ACC NO PB-190-318
NP71-2D-003 SOVIET RESEARCH IN SANITATION AND NP71-2D-004 SOUND INTENSITY MEASRMNTS ON FREE
NOISE MEASUREMENT JETS FRM SLOTD NOZLS WITH/WITHOUT RFLCTR SHLDS
X* 0.SHALAMBERIDZE. S.PARTSKHALAVA ET AL * F.GROSCHE ** IN GERMAN
USGRDR ACC NO JPRS-50713 INT COUN AERONTCL SCI.MUNICH. 9/68. PA 68-33
NP71-2D-005 ACOUSTIC-NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON NP71-2D-006 AMBIENT-NOISE MEASUREMENTS AT 30.
NOMINALLY IDENTICAL SMALL ELECTRICAL MACHINES 90, AND 150 KHZ IN FIVE PORTS
:::: A.ELLISON, S.YANG :::: A.ANDERSON, G.GRUBER
PROC INST ELEC ENG. 3/70, V117, N3, P555-60 J ACOUST SOC AMER. 3/71, V49, N3, PT2, P928-30
NP71-2D-007 ANALYZING AND REDUCING MOTOR NP71-2D-008 VIBRATION AND NOISE CHARCTRISTCS
NOISE OF ARCRFT-TYP GAS TRBN USD IN MRINE PROP SYS
:::: L.BRUEGGEMAN :::: R.HARPER
ALLIS-CHALMERS ENG REV. 1967, V32. N4, P25-9 NAVAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL. 12/69. V81. N6. P103
X.
NP71-2D-009 NOISE MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL NP71-2D-010 NOISE ANALYSIS OF DENTAL DRILLS
:::: M.MONTANER :::: E.OLK. H.OPITZ
ACTA MANILANA. 1970. V5, N10. P31-48 Z.LARYNGOL.RHINOL.OTOL. 1964, V43, P575-581
NP71-2D-011 NOISE MEASUREMENT OF CONSTRUCTION NP71-2D-012 HUMN FCTRS EVAL OF CARIER. COMAND
EQUIPMENT POST, LIGHT, TRACKED XM577: SYSTEMS NOISE EVAL
:::: E.RATHE :::: G.GARINTHER. R.DONLEY
ACUSTICA. 1970, N23, P149-155 USGRDR ACC NO AD-424-397
NP71-2D-013 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH NP71-2D-014 NOISE AND EFFICIENCY OF
MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTIC TRANSIENTS AXIAL-FLOW FANS
:::: G.HARBOLD ET AL :::: j.HUMMEL, J.WEBER
AEROSPACE MED. 1965, N36. P767-773 SAE PAPER 7O0702. 9/70, 12P
30 NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA (EXCLUDING AIRCRAFT)
NP71-2D-015 MEAS AND EVAL OF EFFCTS OF NOISE
OF VARYNG DURATN AT WRK STATNS OF THN SHT...
:::: H.REHTANZ. H.SCHREIBER ** IN GERMAN
NEUE HUETTE. 5/70. V15, N5, P269-73
NP7I-2D-017 NOISE MEASUREMENT OF TURBULENT
NATRL-GAS DIFUSN FLAMES 120000 - 750000 BTU/H
:::: A.PUTNAM
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 4/68, V43. N4. P890-89I
NP71-2D-019 NOISE MEASUREMENTS IN PNEUMATIC
MOTRS, MEAS DESIGND TO CMBAT NOI ORNG OPERATN
:::: H.FISCHER
GLUECKAUF. 10/64, V100, N21. P1264-71
NP71-20-021 DOMESTIC OIL BURNER NOISE
:::: D.KENNEDY
J INST FUEL. 1/65. V38. N288, P3O-4
NP71-20-016 MEASURING NOISE FROM HYDRAULIC
PUMP
:::: ANON
HYDRAULIC PNEUMATIC POWER. 4/65, VI1,Nl24,P222
NP71-2D-018 FIELD MEASUREMENT STUDY OF SOUND
LEVLS PRODUCD OUTOORS BY RESDNTL AIR-COND EQUP
:::: W.BLAZIER JR
ASHRAE J. 5/67, V9« N5, P35-9
NP71-2D-020 NOISE LEVL MEAS FOR IMPRVD DELTA,
ATLAS/AGENA-D, AND TAT/AGENA-D LAUNCH VEHICLES
:::: L.WILLIAMS. W.TERENIAK
US NVL RES LAB. SHOCK VIB BUL 36 PT7. 2/67 P89
NP7I-2D-022 NOISE SURVEY IN CALCUTTA
:::: M.PANCHOLY. A.CHHAPGAR. S.SINGAL
J SCI IND RES. 8/67. V26. N8, P314-16
NP71-2D-023 NOISE GENERATION IN ROOTS TYPE
BLOWERS
:::: R.ARNOLD. T.TAYLOR
INST MECH ENG, PROC. 1963-4, V178, PT3J. P202
NP71-2D-025 NEW FANS FOR ROOM AND CENTRAL AIR
CONDITIONERS
:::: G.KULIKOV. S.PARSHCHIK ** IN RUSSIAN
izv VYSSH UCHEB ZAVED, MACHINOSTR. Mi.i967.p75
NP71-2D-027 AMBIENT NOISE UNDER SEA ICE AND
FURTHER MEAS WIND AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
:::: A.MILNE
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 2/67. V41. P525-8
NP71-2D-029 THE NOISE LEVEL IN INSTALLATIONS
OF THE MOSCOW SUBWAY
:::: P.MATVEEV ** IN RUSSIAN
GIG TR PROF ZABOL. 6/66, V10. P58-61
NP71-2D-024 NOISE OF VENTILATION AND AIR COND
UNITS ORIGIN, MEASUREMENT AND PROPAGATION
:::: H.LAUX
HEIZUNG LUEFTUNG HAUSTECHNIK. 1O/64. V15, N10
NP71-2D-026 IMPACT-NOISE RATING OF VARIOUS
FLOORS
:::: T.MARINER* H.HEHMANN
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 1/67, V41, P206-14
NP71-2D-028 MEASUREMENT AND REDUCTION OF
REFRIGERATOR NOISE
:::: R.SABINE
ASHRAE J. 1/65, V7. PI 17-21
NP71-2D-030 ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENT OF FLUID
FLOW
:::: ANON
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 2/67, V41, P535-6
NP71-2D-031 MEASUREMENTS ON THE IMPULSIVE
NOISE FROM CRACKERS AND TOY FIREARMS
:::: K.GJAEVENES
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 2/68, V39. P403-4
NP71-2D-033 MEASUREMENT OF SELF COOLED
TRANSFRMR SOUND LEVLS IN RELATVLY HIGH AMBIENT
:::: R.HEMMES, D.GRAHAM
IEEE TRANS POWER APP SYS. 9/70, V89, P1657-62
NP71-2D-035 DECIBEL RATINGS OF TRANSFORMERS;
QUESTION AND ANSWERS
:::: ANON
ELEC CONSTR MAINT. 10/70. V69, P139 +
NP71-2D-032 NOISE MEAS IN A CHILDREN'S HOSPTL
AND THE AWAKING NOISE THRESHOLD OF INFANT
:::: R.GADEKE ET AL ** IN GERMAN
MSCHR KINDERHEILK. 6/68. VI16. P374-5
NP71-2D-034 NEAR FIELD SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
MEASMNTS AROUND AN AIR-COOLED EXCHANGER
:::: H.LAWRENCE
AMER INDUSTR HYG ASS J. 5-6/70. V31, P377-82
NP71-2D-036 ACOUSTICS OF NORTHROP MEMORIAL
AUDITORIUM
:::: B.RAMAKRISHNA. T.SMITS
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 4/70. V47, P951-60
NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA {EXCLUDING AIRCRAFT) 31
NP71-2D-037 INTERIOR AUTOMOBILE NOISE MEASMNT
UNDER VARIOUS OPERATING CONDITIONS
:::: j.UNDERWOOD, L.SOLOMON
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 2/71. V49. P407-10
NP71-2D-039 FURTHER MEAS ON EFFECT OF ICE
COVER ON SHALLOW-WATER AMBIENT SEA NOISE
:::: F.PAYNE
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 5/67. V41. P1374-6
NP71-2D-041 MEASUREMENT OF INTERIOR NOISE IN
PASSENGER CARS
:::: W.HENKEL ** IN GERMAN
Z GES HYG. 4/69. VIS. P225-8
NP71-2D-038 SOUND MEASUREMENTS OF THE ARMED
PERSONNEL CARRIER M-113 Al
* R.PLOMP, A.MIMPEN ** IN DUTCH ENG SUMRY
STAR ACC NO N66-I5S44
NP71-2D-040 NOISE LEVEL MEAS FOR IMPROVED
DELTA, ATLAS/AGENA-D, AND TAT/AGENA-D LAUNCH..
* L.WILLIAMS. W.TERENIAK
STAR ACC NO N67-31696
NP71-2D-042 LONG-RANGE INFRASOUND FROM
ROCKETS
:::: G.KASCHAK ET AL
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 7/70, V48. P12-20
NP71-2D-043 NOISE LEVELS OF UNDERGROUND
MINING EQUIPMENT
:::: w . W A R D
OCCUP HEALTH REV. 1967, V19, P16
NP71-2D-045 NOISE MEAS ON A SEAWATER COOLING
PUMP OF THE SHIP MS DOLFIJN
:::: P.SLINGERLANO. H.STEENHOEK ** IN DUTCH
STAR ACC NO N67-26060
NP71-2D-047 FLUCTUATIONS AND DIRECTIONALITY
IN AMBIENT SEA NOISE
:::: P.RUONICK. E.SQUIER
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 5/67. V41. P1347-51
NP71-2D-044 EFFECTS OF NOISE MEASUREMENT
IN THE FACTORIES OF KATOWICE.PROVINCE
:::: J.GRZESIK ET AL ** IN POLISH
MED PRACY. 1965. VI6. P489-96
NP71-2D-046 MEASUREMENT OF RUMBLE IN
PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCTION
:::: B.BAUER
J AUDIO ENG SOC. 4/67, VIS. P143-6
NP71-2D-048 VEHICULAR TRAFFIC NOISE NEAR
HIGH-SPEED HIGHWAYS
:::: J.BRASCH
SV SOUND VIB. 12/67. VI. N12. PI 0-24
NP71-2D-049 SOUND LEVEL MEAS PERCNT BAND AND
OCTAVE BNO ANAL OF NOISE VIB IN INDUST INSTALL
%« L.DELBONNE ET AL
STAB ACC NO N71-23829
NP71-2D-051 MEAS AND ANAL OF BIOACOUSTIC
ENVIRONMENTS ABOARD AC-119G AND AC-130A GUNSHP
* J.ROSE JR
STAR ACC NO N7O-25418
NP71-2D-053 MEAS GLOBL LEVLS. OCTVE BAND AND
PRCNTL BND ANAL NOISE PRODCO BY ROOTS COMPR...
:::: L.NEPOMUCENO ** IN PORTUGUESE ENG SUMRY
STAR ACC NO N70-40402
NP71-2D-055 SOUNDPRESSURE MEASUREMENTS ON
BOARD WARSHIPS, 1
* T.HOUTGAST, H.STEENEKEN ** DUTCH,ENG SUM
STAR ACC NO N67-23074
NP71-2D-057 NOISE MEAS ON THE AIR CONDITIONIN
SYSTEM OF THE DUTCH SHIP MS. VAN SPEYK
:::: T.HOUTGAST, H.STEENEKEN ** DUTCH.ENG SUM
STAR ACC NO N67-25^84
NP71-2D-050 SOUND MEAS ON 4000-POUND-THRUST-
HIGH-BVPASS-RATIO TURBOFAN ENGINE
* L.ACKER. J.BALOMBIN. J.COATS
STAR ACC NO N70-20687
NP71-2D-052 SOUND LEVL MEAS. OCTAVE BAND AND
PRCNT BAND ANAL OF NOISE OBSRVD IN GLASS INDST
:::: L.NEPOMUCENO ** IN PORTUGUESE ENG SUMRY
STAR ACC NO N70-36469
NP71-2O-054 NOISE MEAS ANAL IN OCTAVE BND AND
PRCNTL BND WITH CONSDRATNS ON LEGL ASPCTS...
* L.NEPOMUCENO ** IN PORTUGUESE ENG SUMRY
STAR ACC NO N70-40403
NP71-2D-056 MEAS OF PRFRMNC. INLET FLOW CHARC
AND RDIATED NOISE FOR TRBOJT ENGN HVNG CHOKD..
* J.CAWTHORN, G.MORRIS. C.HAYES
STAR ACC NO N67-25060
NP71-2D-058 NOISE SAFETY SUBMARINES 1964
SOUND MEAS ON A CENTRIFUGAL VENTILATOR
:::: W.VAN REEUWIJK ** IN DUTCH
STAR ACC NO N67-25740
32 NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA (EXCLUDING AIRCRAFT)
NP71-2D-059 NOISE SAFETY SUBMRNE 1964 MEAS ON
HYDRAULIC REGULATOR VALVES
:::: H.STEENHOEK. D.SLINGERLAND ** IN DUTCH
STAR ACC NO N67-26031
NP71-2D-060 NOISE SAFETY SUBMARINE 1964 NOISE
MEASUREMENT ON A VENTILATOR
:::: P.SLINGERLAND. H.STEENHOEK ** IN DUTCH
STAR ACC NO N67-26032
NP71-2D-061 NOISE MEAS ON A SEAHATER COOLING
PUMP OF THE SHIP MS DOLFIJN
:::: P.SLINGERLAND. H.STEENHOEK ** IN DUTCH
STAR ACC NO N67-26034
NOISE DATA ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
NP71-2E-001 MEASUREMENTS OF SUBSONIC JET
NOISE AND COMPARISON WITH THEORY
:::: p.LUSH
J FLUID MECHANICS. 4/71, V46, N3. P477-500
NP71-2E-002 SOUND AND VIB TRANSMISSN THROUGH
PANELS AND TIE BEAMS USNG STATSTCL ENRGY ANAL
:::: M.CROCKER. M.BATTACHARYA. A.PRICE
J ENG IND. TRANS ASME. 8/71, V93, N3. P775-782
NP71-2E-003 ESTIMATING NOISE HAZARD WITH THE
SOUNDLEVEL METER
:::: J.FLANAGAN. N.GUTTMAN
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 1964. V36, P1654-58
NP71-2E-004 DAMAGE RISK CRITERION AND CONTOUR
BASED ON PERMANENT AND TEMPRARY HRNG LOSS DATA
:::: K.KRYTER
J AMER INDUSTR HYG ASS. 1965. V26, P34-44
NP71-2E-005 HOW NOISY IS IT?
:::: C.HALL
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH. 10/70. V12. N10, P22-23
NP71-2E-007 EVALUATION METHODS FOR TOTAL
NOISE EXPOSURE
:::: E.RATHE
J SOUND VIB. 1/68, V7, P106-115
NP71-2E-006 FLIGHT TEST NOISE MEASUREMENTS OF
A UH-18 HELICOPTER
* T.EVANS. W.NETTLES
A I A A ACC NO A71-15405
NP71-2E-008 TECH ASPECTS OF THE AIRCRAFT
NOISE PROBLM. 1-EVAL DSTRBNC CAUSO BY ARCRFT
* R.BALAT
A I A A ACC NO A68-24765
NP71-2E-009 COMPUTING NOISE DATA FROM OCTAVE
BAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL MEASUREMENTS
:::: L.BEAN. R.EVELEIGH
DAWE DIG. 5/71. V14, Nl. P7-9
NP71-2E-Oll SOME THOUGHTS ON NEAR FIELD. FAR
FIELD NOISE PREDICTION
* J.GREENSPON
USGRDR ACC NO AD-626-800
NP71-2E-013 CATEGORY SCALING JUDGMENT TESTS
ON MOTOR VEHICLE AND AIRCRAFT NOISE
* K.PEARSONS. R.HORONJEFF
USGRDR ACC NO AD-658-755
NP71-2E-015 METHOD FOR CHARACTERIZING AGRICLT
TRACTOR NOISE IN TERMS OF ACOUSTC PWR DIRCTVTY
:::: T.CHISHOLM, P.TURNQUIST
AMER SOC AGR ENG TRANS. 9-10/69. V12, N5. P591
NP71-2E-010 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES AND RANGE
OF APPLICATN OF EQUIVALNT PERMANENT SOUND LEVL
:::: H.WEISSING ** IN GERMAN
HOCHFREOUENZTECH ELECTROAKUST. 2/71.V80,N1.PI4
NP71-2E-012 MEASUREMENTS OF NOISE RADIATED BY
SUBSONIC AIR JETS
0 D.TAYLOR, H.FITZPATRICK. R.LEE
USGRDR ACC NO AD-650-175
NP71-2E-014 OPTICAL PROCESSING OF ACOUSTIC
SIGNALS
* S.KISHNER
USGRDR ACC NO AO-727-624
NP71-2E-016 CALCULATION OF NOISE CHRCTRSTICS
OF JET AIRLINERS ** IN RUSSIAN
:::: E.VLASOV ET AL
SOV PHYS. ACOUST. 1-3/69, V14, N3, P302-4
NOISE DATA ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 33
NP71-2E-017 NOISE MEASUREMENT
:::: c.MILLS
AUTO ENG. 3/70. V60, N3. Plll-13
NP71-2E-019 MEASURING AND EVALUATION OF
AIRCRAFT NOISE IN FLIGHT
:::: A.KLIMUHIN, G.OSSIPOV
6 INT CONG ACOUST TOKYO. 8/68.V*.PA F-3-2.P77
NP71-2E-021 COMPUTER PROCESSING OF ACOUSTICAL
TEST DATA
:::: R.CHAPMAN, A.MUGNIER
UNDERSEA TECHNOLOGY. 10/64. V5. N10, P26-8
NP71-2E-023 HELICOPTER NOISE
:::: I.DAVIDSON. T.HARGEST
AERON J. 5/65. V69, N653, P325-36
NP71-2E-025 BINAURAL MASKING IN RELATION TO
THE RELATIVE DISTANCE BETWEEN SOURCE AND ...
:::: T.MARULLO ET AL ** IN ITALIAN
CLIN OTORINOLARINGOIATR. 3-4/69. V21. P129-44
NP71-2E-027 ARRAY GAIN FOR THE CASE OF
DIRECTIONAL NOISE
:::: B.CRON, R.SHAFFER
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 4/67. V41. P864-7
NP71-2E-029 IMAGE BAND INTERPRETATION OF
OPTICAL HETERODYNE NOISE
:::: s.PERSONICK
BELL SYS TECH J. 1/71. V50, P213-16
NP71-2E-031 ASSESSMENT OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
DISTURBANCE
:::: C .VAN NIEKERK. J.MULLER
AERON J. 5/69. V73, P383-96
NP71-2E-033 ON ESTIMATING NOISINESS OF
AIRCRAFT SOUNDS
:::: R.YOUNG ET AL
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 4/69. V45. P834-8
NP71-2E-035 QUANTIFICATION OF THE NOISINESS
OF APPROACHING AND RECEDING SOUNDS
:::: G.ROSINGER ET AL
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 10/70. V48, PT1, P843-53
NP71-2E-037 RELIABILITY OF RATINGS IN AN
AUDITORY SIGNAL-DETECTION EXPERIMENT
:::: D.BELL. J.NIXON
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 2/71. V49. PT2. P435-9
NP71-2E-018 EFFECTIVE DURATION OF AIRCRAFT
FLYOVER
:::: R.YOUNG ** PAPER F-3-u
6 INT CONG ACOUST TOKYO. 8/68. V4. PI 09
NP71-2E-020 ASSESSMENT OF THE VALIDITY OF
PURE TONE CORRECTIONS TO PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL
:::: K.PEARSONS
NASA SPEC PUBL-189. 10/68. PA 36. P573-86
NP71-2E-022 NEW METHOD OF NOISE ANALYSIS FOR
HIGH VELOCITY AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
:::: R.OEAN, F.DEAN JR
HEAT. PIPING AIR COND. 1/68, V40. Nl, P132-7
NP71-2E-024 ACOUSTIC NOISE AND VIBRATION OF
ROTATING ELECTRIC MACHINES
:::: A.ELLISON, C.MOORE
PROC INST ELEC ENG. 11/68. V115, Nil, P1633-40
NP71-2E-026 THE PROBLEM OF STATISTICAL INFRNC
3. STATSTCL INFRNC AS COMNCATN IN PRES OF NOIS
:::: R.WRIGHTON
ACTA GENET. 1968. V18. P84-96
NP71-2E-028 ACCURACY CONSIDERATION IN FAN
SOUND MEASUREMENT
:::: P.BAADE
ASHRAE J. 1/67, V9, P94-102
NP71-2E-030 EVALUATION OF NOISE USING AN
EQUIVALENT PERMANENT SOUND GAUGE
:::: K.RUBLACK ** IN GERMAN
Z GESAMTE HYG. 7/70, V16, P491-6
NP71-2E-032 VALIDATION OF THE SINGLE-IMPULSE
CORRECTION FACTOR OF THE CHABA IMPULSE-NOISE..
:::: D.HODGE. G.GARINTHER
J ACOUST SOC AMER 12/70, V48, P1429-30. PT2
NP71-2E-034 DIFFERENTIAL CEREBRAL PROCESSING
OF NOISE AND VERBAL STIMULI
:::: R.COHEN
SCIENCE. 5/71. VI72. P599-601
NP71-2E-036 LOUDNESS-INTENSITY RELATIONS
UNDER VARIOUS LEVELS OF CONTRALATERAL NOISE
:::: R.ROWLEY, G.STUDEBAKER
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 2/71. V49. PT2. P499-504
NP71-2E-038 LATERALIZATION AND DETECTION OF
NOISE-MASKED TONES OF DIFFERENT DURATIONS
:::: D.MCFADDEN, K.PULLIAM
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 4/71. V49, PT2. P1191-4
34 NOISE O A T A ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
NP71-2E-039 NOISE THERMOMETRY WITH THE
JOSEPHSON EFFECT
:::: R.KAMPER. J.ZIMMERMAN
J APPL PHYS. 1/71. V42. P132-6
NP71-2E-040 JET ENGINE NOISE DATA FROM
SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT, MARCH-APRIL 1971
» ANON
STAR ACC NO N71-21980
NP71-2E-041 INDUSTRIAL NOISE AND COUNTERMEAS
CHAPTER 51 NOISE RE SEARCH'METHODS MEAS DEVICES
X* I.SLAVIN
STAR ACC NO N71-25878
NP71-2E-042 ANALYTICAL METHODS AND ACOUSTIC
DATA REDCTN FOR STUDY OF AIRPLANE ENGINE NOISE
* J.HAY ** IN FRENCH
STAR ACC NO N70-13158
NP71-2E-043 QUESTIONS ON AVIATION NOISE
CALCULATION
:::: E.KOPPE
STAR ACC NO N69-12553
NP71-2E-044 ACOUSTICAL DATA PROCESSING
METHODS IN THE STUDY OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
* J.HAY ** IN FRENCH ENGLISH SUMMARY
STAR ACC NO N69-39333
NP71-2E-045 A COMPUTER METHOD FOR ANALYSING
AND EVALUATING THE SPCTRA LOUDNS OF SONC BOOMS
:::: c.PEASE. A.THORNTON
STAR ACC NO N68-30587
NP71-2E-046 THE NOISINESS OF TONES PLUS NOISE
0 K.PEARSONS. R.HORONJEFF. D.BISHOP
STAR ACC NO N68-30602
NP71-2E-047 PROCEDURE FOR ANALYZING DATA FROM
UNCONTROLLED FLY-BY TESTS
« M.MCKAIG
STAR ACC NO N68-32204
NP71-2E-049 OCTAVE AND ONE-THIRD OCTAVE
ACOUSTIC NOISE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
* C.HAYES. M.LAMERS
STAR ACC NO N67-16058
NP71-2E-048 GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF
COMMUNITY-NOISE CONTOUR COORDINATES
* M.MCKAIG
STAR ACC NO N68-32205
NP71-2E-050 SPEECH INTERFERENCE ASPECTS OF
NAVY NOISES
* J.WEBSTER. R.KLUMPP
STAR ACC NO N66-29591
OBJECTIVE EXPERIMENTAL NOISE MEASUREMENT STUDIES
NP71-2F-001 PROBLEMS OF MEASURING NOISE OF
MECHANISMS
X G.USOSKIN
MEAS TECH. 7/66. N7, P894-8
NP71-2F-003 ACOUSTIC NOISE MEASUREMENTS UNDER
FREE-FIELD CONDITIONS
* S.SHAPIRO. G.GUAZZONI
USGRDB ACC NO AD-691-107
NP71-2F-005 MEAS OF THE EFFECT OF GEOMETRIC
SCALE ON STRCTRL IMPEDANCE AND RADIATED SOUND
:::: F.SCHLOSS. w.READER
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 5/67, V41. PI 193-5
NP71-2F-007 EVALUATION OF ADVANCES IN ENGINE
NOISE TECHNOLOGY
* A.MCPIKE
AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING. 5/70. V42. PIS
NP71-2F-002 MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF BODY
VIBRATIONS OF A VIOLIN
:::: J.LUKE
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 4/71. V49. N4, PT2. PI 264
NP71-2F-004 DIGITAL MEASUREMENT OF NARROWBAND
NOISE POWER
:::: M.TIURI. S.HALME
IEEE PROC. 9/67. V55. P1577-82
NP71-2F-006 JURY RATINGS OF COMPLEX AIRCRAFT
NOISE SPECTRA VERSUS CALCULATED RATINGS
* R.WELL S
AIAA ACC NO A71-22255
NP71-2F-008 AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
THE COMPOSITION OF JET NOISE
* G.KRISHNAPPA. G.CSANADY
J FLUID MECH. 6/69. V37, P149-159
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NP71-6C-023 AIR NAVIGATION AND NOISE
:::: M.POURCELET ** IN FRENCH
AIAA ACC NO A68-42257
NP71-6C-020 THE EFFECT OF NOISE REGULATIONS
ON VTOL AIRCRAFT OF THE FUTURE
* R.SPENCER
AIAA ACC NO A69-10421
NP71-6C-022 THE INFLUENCE OF THE AIRPORT, ITS
FACLTES ENVIRON ON ARCRFT DESIGN AND OPRAT ECO
:::: K.LAWSON
AERON J. 6/69, V73, P502-505
NP71-6C-024 THE MENACE OF THE SONIC BOOM TO
SOCIETY AND CIVIL AVIAT ION
a B.LUNDBERG
A I A A ACC NO A67-14623
NP71-6C-025 ALLEVIATION OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
* N.GOLOVIN
ASTRONAUT AERONAUT. 1/67, VS. P71-75
NP71-6C-026 ACCEPTABILITY OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
:::: K.KRYTER
J SOUND VIB. 3/67, V5, P364-369
NP71-6C-027 THE AVIAT ION NOISE PROBLEM
:::: C.PATTARINI
J SOUND VIB. 3/67, VS. P370-376
NP71-6C-028 SENATE VOTES LIMITS ON SST
FLIGHTS
:::: UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON POST. 12/3/70, A-6
DEVELOPMENT OF AVIATION NOISE CONTROL STANDARDS 13
NP71-6C-029 TRANSPORTATION RELATED POLLUTION NP71-6C-030 THE LEGAL ROLE OF STATES, LOCAL
:::::::::: . GOVERNMENTS AND AIRPORT PROPRIETORS IN REGU.
:::: J.BEGGS ** CONFERENCE. NEW YORK, NY :::: W.CHRISTOPHER ** HELD WASHINGTON DC
CONF: NOISE POLL - A DECADE FOR ACTION! .5/2 5/70 CONF PROC ARCRFT ENVIRON. 2/71. PT1, P183-18
NP71-6C-031 PRACTICAL NOISE CONTROL AT INTNL NP71-6C-032 A CRITICAL LOOK AT AN AIRPORT
AIRPORTS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO HEATHROW NOISE CONTROL ORDINANCE
:::: F.PETTS :::: M.SCHNEIDER
AERON J. 12/66, V70, N672, P1051-60 J AMER IND HYG. 7/71. V32, N7. P480-487
NP71-6C-033 OUR SST AND ITS ECONOMICS NP71-6C-034 FEAR OF SST NOISE VOICED AT
:::::::::: HEARING
:::: J.SWIHART :::: ASSOCIATED PRESS
ASTRONAUT AERONAUT. 4/70. V8, N4. P30-51 SAN DIEGO UNION. 8/29/70, A-2
NP71-6C-035 THE ROAR. THE WHINE. THE BOOM AND NP71-6C-036 STATE WRESTLES WITH AIRPORT DIN
THE LAW: SOME LEGAL CONCERNS ABOUT THE SST :::::::::':
:::: L.HUARD :::: P.COCORAN
SANTA CLARA LAWYER. SPRING 1969. V9. N2, P189 SAN DIEGO UNION. 6/10/69
NP71-6C-037 AIR NOISE CURB QUESTIONED NP71-6C-038 CONCORDE 002 HITS NOISE BARRIER
:::: P.COCORAN :::: ANON
SAN DIEGO UNION. 5/10/70. A-12 INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH. 6/70, V12. N6, P49
NP71-6C-039 IMPROVING THE AIRPORT ENVIRONMENT NP71-6C-040 METHODS AND PROBLEMS IN NOISE
EFFECTS OF THE 1969 FAA REGULATIONS ON NOISE REDUCTION ON HIGH SPEED DIESEL ENGINES
:::: P.LARSEN :::: G.THIEN
IOWA LAW REVIEW. 1970, V55. P808 SAE PAPER 680407. 5/20/68. 13P
NP71-5C-041 NEW LOOK AT AIRCRAFT NOISE NP71-6C-042 ORTONVILLE MUNICIPAL AIRPORT.
PROBLEM ORTONVILLE. MINNESOTA
:::: J.TYLER * ANON
SAE PAPER 91 IB. 10/5/64, 19P USGRDR ACC NO PB-199-299-F
EXISTING NOISE CONTROL LAWS (EXCLUDING AVIATION!
NP71-60-001 A CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN NP71-6D-002 NOISE LIMITS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
ASPECTS OF THE LAW RELATING TO NOISE ::::::::::
:::: J.CRONIN ** 12/5/68, V263, Nii42, P325-46 :::: ANON
ROY SOC LONDON PHILOS TRANS. SER A MATH.PHYS SA MINING ENG J. 2/13/70, V81, N4019, P319
NP71-6D-003 NEW JERSEY MUNICIPAL NOISE NP71-6D-004 REGULATIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF
ORDINANCE SURVEY: A REPORT AIR POL IN METRO BOSTON AIR POL CONTROL DSTR
:::: J.SOPOROWSKI :::: ANON ** 2tP
NOI POL CONF PROC, NEW BRUNSWICK. 5/68, P24-27 MASS DEPT OF PUBLIC HEALTH (BOSTON). 7/1/7O
NP71-6D-005 SHHH BOULDER AT WORK ON NOISE NP71-6D-006 LAW AND THE MUNICIPAL ECOLOGY:
:::::::::: AIR. WATER. NOISE, OVER-POPULATION
:::: UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL J::: S.LEWIN, A.GORDON, C.HARTELIUS ** 1970
HOUSTON CHRONICLE. 3/1/1971. VI17 NAT INST MUNIC LAW OFF, WASH DC. RPRT NO 156
32 EXISTING NOISE CONTROL LAWS (EXCLUDING AVIATION)
NP71-60-007 NEW DUTCH CODE ON NOISE CONTROL
AND SOUND INSULATION IN DWELLINGS AND BKGROUND
:::: J.VAN DEN EIJK
J SOUND VIB. 1/66. V3, Nl . P7-19
NP71-6D-008 MEANS OF REDUCING NOISE FROM
PIPES AND FITTINGS
:::: G.SCHULZ
STAHL UNO EISEN. 2/65. V85, N4. P185-8
NP71-6D-009 IMPACT NOISE IN INDUSTRY
:::: H.ROBERTS
SOUND VIB. 10/69. V3. N10. P29-3O
NP71-6D-010 WALSH-HEALEV ACT CHANGES SPUR
DESIGN-OUT OF NOISE TO PROTECT WORKERS HEARING
:::: L.BERANEK
POWER. 5/70, V114. N5. P52-3
NP71-6D-011 LEGIS FACTORS OF NOISE - MEETING
THE OCUPATNL NOI REGULATNS OF US DEPTMNT LABOR
:::: R.GIDEL
SAE PAP 700714. 9/14/70. 5P
NP71-6D-012 GOVERNMENT CALLS FOR QUIET
:::: ANON
MODERN PLASTICS. 12/69, V46. N12. P80-1
NP71-6D-013 QUESTN OF LGL ADMSBILTY OF PROHIB
OR LMTATN OF ARSPCE TO SPRSNC COMRCL AIRCRAFT
:::: A.RUDOLF
AIAA ACC NO A68-37342
NP71-6D-015 NEW LAW SPURS IMPORTANCE OF NOISE
POLLUTION CONTROL
:::: R.SWIFT
PETRO/CHEM ENG. 3/71, V43, P22-3
NP71-6D-014 NOISE AND OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
LEGISLATION IN THE USA
:::: ANON
NOISE VIBR. BULL. 1970. VS. P60-61
NP71-6D-O16 WALSH-HEALEV REVSTD? NORTHROP REV
HEARING LOSS PREVENTION POLICIES AND PROCEDURE
:::: j.MORROW
ENVIRON CONTR SAFTEY MANAGE. 6/70. V139, P32-4
NP71-6D-017 WALSH-HEALEY NOISE REGULATIONS
CANNOT BE IGNORED. ** INTERVIEW WITH AUTHOR
:::: A.FLETCHER
SAFETY MAINTENANCE. 8/69, V138. P34-9
NP71-6D-018 WALSH-HEALEY THE FRST NINE MNTHS;
AN EVALUATN OF THE NOISE CONTROL CONSIDERATION
:::: ANON
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL MANAGE. 1/70. V139, P33+
PROPOSED NOISE CONTROL LAWS (EXCLUDING AVIATION)
NP71-6E-001 NEW JERSEY. A CASE IN NOISE
LEGISLATION
:::: J.SOPOROWSKI ** SYMPOSIUM, n/25/69
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON NOISE ABATEMENT SYMP. 1969
NP71-6E-002 THE LEGAL AND LEGISLATIVE ASPECTS
OF NOISE CONTROL
:::: R.WILENTZ
RUTGERS UNIV NOISE POL CONF PROC. 5/22/68, P28
NP71-6E-003 WISCONSIN: TOO NOISY IN HERE?
:::: ANON
ENVIRON CONTR SAFETY MANAGE. 9/70,V140,N3.P42




NP71-6E-005 BATTLE AGAINST NOISE POLLUTION
MOVES INTO LEGISLATIVE ARENA
:::: ANON
PRODUCT ENGINEERING. 3/1/71, V42, N5, P14-15
NP71-6E-O06 A CRITICAL LOOK AT AN AIRPORT
NOISE CONTROL ORDINANCE
:::: M.SCHNEIDER
AMER INDUST HYG ASSO J. 7/71, V32. P480-87
NP71-6E-007 BATTLE AGAINST NOISE POLLUTION
MOVES INTO LEGISLATIVE ARENA
:::: ANON
PRODUCT ENG. 3/1/71, V42. P14-15
NP71-6E-008 CONNECTICUT MAY BAN NOISY
VEHICLES: STATE POLICE TEST ACOUSTIC RADAR
:::: S.KLEIN
MACHINE DESIGN. 4/16/70. V42, P28-9
PROPOSED NOISE CONTROL LAWS (EXCLUDING AVIATION) 133
NP71-6E-009 COMMUNITY NOISE ORDINANCES
:::: A.MELING
ASHRAE J. 5/67, V9 . N5, P40-3
LEGAL ASPECTS OF NOISE CONTROL LAWS (EXCLUDING AVIATION)
NP71-6F-001 INDUSTRIAL NOISE CONTROL
:::: L.BERANEK ** P227-230
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING.NY. 4/27/7O. V77. N9
NP71-6F-003 NOISE CAN BE COSTLY NOW
:::: L.YERGES
HEAT PIP AIR COND. 2/70, V42, N2, P66-69
NP71-6F-002 WALSH-HEALEY AND YOU
:::: J.HARRINGTON
POLLUTION ENGINEERING. 1-2/70, VI, N2, P21-24
NP71-6F-004 ASPECTS OF LAW RELATING TO NOISE
FROM POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT
:::: J.CRONIN
INSTN MECH ENGRS PROC. 66-67, V181, PT3C, PI?
NP71-6F-005 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF NOISE IN
EQUIPMENT FOR PLANT AND OFFICE
:::: A.KALMYKOW
ASME PAPER 66-MD-83. 5/9/66, 8P
NP71-6F-006 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR NOISE
CONTROL IN LARGE INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
:::: p.BRAND ** IN GERMAN
WASSER, LUFT, UNO BETRIEB. 2/71, V15, N2, P6?
NP71-6F-007 LEGAL ASPECTS OF NOISE POLLUTION
:::: H.YOUNG JR
PLANT ENG. 5/69, V23. Nil, P66-7
NP71-6F-009 GOVERNMENT PLANS ENFORCEMENT OF
INDUSTRIAL NOISE STANDARDS
:::: ANON
AUTOMATION. 11/69, V16, P18 +
NP71-6F-008 COMPLYING WITH THE NEW NOISE
STANDARDS
:::: W.ROZELLE JR
TEXTILE IND. 5/71, V135. P152-3+
NP71-6F-010 LEGAL ASPECTS OF NOISE CONTROL
:::: F.HOUSTON
AUDIO ENG SOC J. 6/69, V17, P324 +
NP71-6F-011 NOISE FROM A CHOCOLATE FACTORY IN
LEGAL EVALUATION
:::: H.WIETHAUP ** IN GERMAN
ZBL ARBEITSMEDi 7/64, V14, P153-9
DEVELOPMENT OF NOISE CONTROL STANDARDS (EXCLUDING AVIATION)
NP71-6G-001 A SOUND APPROACH TO NOISE NP71-6G-002 THE NOISINESS OF NOISE
:::: J.SOPOROWSKI JR ** HELD WASH DC, PAPER 6P :::: J.WEBB
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON NOISE ABATEMENT SYMP. 2/69 ENGINEERING LONDON. 4/10/70, V209, N2523. P36
NP71-6G-003 THE ANATOMY OF LEGAL NOISE
CONTROL
:::: J.KAUFMAN ** CONFENENCE, SAN FRAN, CALIF
NATL POLL CONTROL CONF & EXPOSITION. 4/1/70
NP71-6G-004 NOISE
:::: J.BARR
YOUR ENVIRONMENT LONDON. SPRING 1970,VI,N2,P3
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NP71-6G-005 NOISE CONTROL ON THE LOCAL LEVEL
:::: H.FREORIKSON
ARCHIVES ENVIRON HEALTH. 5/70.V20.N5.P651-654
NP71-6G-007 A GUIDE TO THE EVALUATION OF
NOISE AROUND REFINERIES
:::: ANON ** 5/68, 13P
STICHTtNG CONCAWE, THE HAGUE, DOC NO 1700.
NP71-6G-009 GERMAN TECHNICAL GUIDELINE FOR
NOISE CONTROL (TALARMJ
:::: A N O N ** 1/70, 17P
STICHT1NG CONCAWE, THE HAGUE, REPORT NO 5/70.
NP71-5G-011 AUTOMOBILE NOISE--AN EFFECTIVE
METHOD OF CONTROL
:::: ANON
RICHMOND UNIV LAW REVIEW. 1970, V4, P314
NP71-6G-013 LET QUIET BE PUBLIC POLICY
:::: R,BARON
SATURDAY REVIEW. 11/7/70, V53, N45. P66-7
NP71-6G-015 MAXIMUM NOISE LEVEL FOR ARMY
MATERIAL COMMAND EQUIPMENT
* R.CHAILLET, G.GARINTHER
STAR ACC NO N66-32496
NP71-6G-017 CRITERIA FOR CONTROL OF
COMMUNITY NOISE
:::: W.BLAZIER JR
SOUND VIB. 5/68, V2. Pll-15
NP71-6G-019 SOVIET SPECIALISTS DISCUSS
CONTROL OF NOISE
* ANON
USGRDR ACC NO JPRS-51432
NP71-55-021 ACCEPTABLE NOISE EXPOSURES
:::: ANON
SOUND VIB. 11/67, VI. Nil. P4-5
NP71-6G-023 COMMUNITY NOISE REGULATION
:::: R.DONLEY
SOUND VIB. 2/69, V3, N2. P12-32
NP71-6G-025 THE HANDLING OF NEIGHBORHOOD
NOISE COMPLAINTS
:::: E.SCHALL
AMER INDUST HYG ASSO J. 1964. V25, P496-498
NP71-66-006 WE MUST DEMAND QUIET—THEN BE
WILLING TO PAY ITS COST
:::: J. KERRICK
CALIFORNIA'S HEALTH. 9/69. V27, N3. Pl-3
NP71-66-008 THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF COMMUNITY
NOISE CONTROL FROM OIL INDUSTRY PLANT
:::: M.BORMANS ** 4/69
STICHTING CONCAWE. THE HAGUE, DOC NO 3600. 59P
NP71-6G-010 NOISE CONTROL: TRADITIONAL
REMEDIES AND A PROPOSAL FOR FEDERAL ACTION
:::: J.KRAMON
HARVARD J ON LEGIS. 1970, V7, P533
NP71-6G-012 CONGRESS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
:::: R.COOLEY, G.WANDESFORDE-SMITH
UNIV WASH PRESS, SEATTLE. 1970, 292P
NP71-6G-014 AN OUTLINE GUIDE TO CRITERIA FOR
THE LIMITATION OF URBAN NOISE
* D.ROBINSON
STAR ACC NO N69-34131
NP71-6G-016 CITY PLANNING AND NOISE
:::: D.MCGRATH
AIAA ACC NO A69-29157
NP71-6G-018 PROPOSED HUD CIRCULAR: NOIS ABATE
CNTRL: DEPART POLCY, IMPLEMENT RESPON STANDARD
0 ANON
USGRDR ACC NO PB-200-450F
NP71-6G-020 SIMPLE METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING
ACCEPTABLE NOISE EXPOSURES
:::: J.BOTSFORD
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 10/67. V42. N4, P810-19
NP71-6G-022 PROPOSAL ON NOISE CRITERIA FOR
SEA-GOING SHIPS
:::: J.BUITEN
INT SHIPBLDG PROGR. 8/69. V16, N180, P235-48
NP71-66-024 NOISE FROM ELECTRICAL MACHINES-
THE COMMUNITY AND THE WORKER
:::: R.DAVIES
PROC INST ELEC ENG (LONDON). 1/70,VI17,Nl,P126
NP71-6G-026 STANDARDS OF NOISES AND THEIR
INTERPRETATION
:::: I.PINTER
NEPEGESZSEGUGY. 1969, V50. N6. P353-356
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NP71-6G-027 PROPOSED DAMAGE RISK CRITERION NP71-6G-028 DETECTION FUNCTION FOR NOISE
FOR IMPULSE NOISE (GUN-FIRE) BURSTS
:::: W . W A R D :::: E.DE BOER ** PA F-26, AP
USGRDR ACC NO AP-673-223 5 INT CONG ACOUST. BELGIUM. 1965. REPORT I-A
NP71-6G-029 HAZRDS HRDLES IN DEVEL STANDRDST NP71-6G-030 CONSUMERS AND LEGISLATORS SHOUT
CASE HIST; RATING IMPACT-NOISE RSISTNC OF FLOR DOWN NOISY PRODUCTS
:::: ANON :::: ANON
ARCHITECT REC. 6/70, V147, P147-50 MACHINE DESIGN. 4/30/70, V42, P41
NP71-6G-031 NOISE STANOROS, MEASRMNTS. AND
RECEIVER NOISE PEFINITIONS
:::: c.MILLER ET AL
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PATENTS RELATED TO NOISE POLLUTION
NP71-7A-001 AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSOR
:::: R.HYMER
STAR ACC NO N71-26181
NP71-7A-002 SOUND ATTENUATING AIR DISCHARGE
TERMINAL DEVICE—PATENT NO.3.507.354
:::: J.DIECKMANN. H.MAWKY ** V873. N3. P786
OFFICIAL GAZETTE. US PATENT OFFICE. 4/21/70
NP71-7A-003 NOISE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
• • • • • • • • ••
• • • • • • * • • •
:::: c.SMITH. J.SCHMIDT ** V877, N4. paia
OFFICIAL GAZETTE, US PATENT OFFICE. 8/25/70
NP71-7A-005 JET ENGINE SILENCER WITH
RETRACTABLE SOUND ABSORBING BODY
:::: E.PAULSON ** V879. N2, P462
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 10/13/70
NP71-7A-007 POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICE
• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • * • • • • •
:::: j.HARRINGTON ** V879, N3. P790
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFF ICE. 10/20/70
NP71-7A-009 SILENCER
:::: R.NELSON, E.SEILS ** vssi. N2, P490
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 12/8/70
NP71-7A-011 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
SUPPRESSING THE NOISE OF A FAN JET ENGINE
:::: J.HILBIG ** V882, N3, P1094
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 1/19/1971
NP71-7A-013 JET ENGINE INSTALLATION FOR NOISE
CONTROL
:::: C.JOHNSON ** V884, N2. P543
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 3/9/71
NP71-7A-015 SOUND-SUPPRESSING APPARATUS
:::: V.MILLMAN, R.TONTINI ** V884, N2, P567
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 3/9/71
NP71-7A-017 COMPRESSOR NOISE-SUPPRESS ION
SYSTEM
:::: G.MEDAWAR ** VSBA, NS. P1342
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 3/30/71
NP71-7A-004 JET-ENGINE SILENCER
* * • • • • • • • *
* • • • • • • • • •
:::: L.DUTHION ET AL ** V878. N2. P344
OFFICIAL GAZETTE, US PATENT OFFICE. 9/8/70
NP71-7A-006 JET ENGINE EXHAUST NOISE
SUPPRESSION
:::: H.NAGAMATSU, R.SHEER ** V879. N3. P782-83
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 10/20/70
NP71-7A-008 NOISE LIMITER
• •••••••••
:::: J.WEBB ** vsso. N3, P1084
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 11/17/70
NP71-7A-010 NOISE REDUCTION CIRCUIT AND
SYSTEM
:::: M.TOMITA, T.HINO ** vaai, N3. P1237
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 12/5/70
NP71-7A-012 SOUND SUPPRESSION NOZZLE
STRUCTURE FOR FAN JET AIRCRAFT ENGINE
:::: P.ELLIS ** V884. NI, PISO
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 3/2/71
NP71-7A-014 SOUND-SUPPRESSING AND
THRUST-REVERSING APPARATUS
:::: G.URQUHART ** V884. N2, P567
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 3/9/71
NP71-7A-016 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
SUPPRESSING THE NOISE OF A FAN-JET ENGINE
:::: J.HILBIG ** V884, V2. P567
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 3/9/71
NP71-7A-018 STATOR BLAOING FOR NOISE
REDUCTION IN TURBOMACHINERY
:::: T.EMBLETON. G.THIESSEN ** v884. MS, PI342
OFFICIAL GAZETTE US PATENT OFFICE. 3/30/71
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NP71-7B-001 DETAILED STUDY OF THE METEOROLOG NP71-78-002 DEVELP AND UTILIZ OF A STANDRDIZI
PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH ARCRFT NOISE PROPGATN PRFRMNC BATRY FOR ASESMNT OF SLCTD NOISE STRE!
:::: ANON :::: ANON
COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 2/6/70, V2 COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 2/6/70. V2
NP71-7B-003 AIR CONDITIONER NOISE REDUCTION NP71-7B-004 PRE-SOLICITATION NOTICE
STUDY CONSTRUCTION OF AN AIRCRAFT NOISE REDUCTN LAB
:::: ANON :::: ANON
COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 11/69, V4 COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 2/17/70, V6
NP71-7B-005 ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS NP71-78-006 INVESTIGATION OF NOISE GENERATIOI
TO THE HIGHWAY NOISE PROBLEM MECHANISMS OF DEFLECTED SUPERSNC ROCKT EXHAUS
:::: ANON :::: ANON
COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 3/6/70, V4 COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 3/19/70, V19
NP71-7B-007 RESEARCH ON SUPERSONIC JET NP71-7B-008 AN ANALYSIS OF THE ALTERNATE
EXHAUST SOLUTION TO THE URBAN HIGHWAY NOISE PROBLEM
:::: ANON :::: ANON
COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 9/24/70, VI COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 7/10/70, V10
NP71-78-009 STUDY ON VEHICLE NOISE SOUND NP71-7B-010 PROGRM DEVEL OF PORTBL NOI SUPRSI
LEVEL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FEATRNG CMBND PRNCPLS OF COANDA FIT OEFLCTN Fl
:::: ANON :::: ANON ** AERODY AND ACOUST NOI REFRAC BY.
COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 11/6/70, V2 COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 11/10/70. V12
NP71-7B-015 STUDY OF V/STOL NOISE IN URBAN NP71-7B-012 CONDUCT A PROGRAM TO INVESTIGATE
AREAS CH-47C HELCPTR TRANS NOISE REDCTN BY VIB ABSRI
:::: ANON :::: ANON
COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 3/2/71, V20 COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY. 12/8/70, V2
NP71-7B-013 FURTHER RESEARCH ON UNDERWATER NP71-7B-014 STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF SUBSONIC
NOISE REDUCTION AIRCRAFT NOISE ON HUMAN SLEEP
:::: ANON :::: ANON









D. Propeller, Fan and Compressor Noise
E. Aerodynamic Noise




JP71-8A-001 SONIC BOOM PROPGATN ORNG SPRSONIC
rLIGHT UNPRTRBO ATMSPHR PT 1 HRZNTL STRAIT FLT
I F.REGGIANI ** IN FRENCH
STAR ACC NO N71-H036
NP71-8A-002 DESCRIPTION AND CAPABILITIES OF A
TRAVELING WAVE SONIC BOOM SIMULATOR
* R.TOMBOULIANi W.PESCHKE
STAR ACC NO N7 1-11422
JP71-8A-003 INTRACTN BETWN ARCRFT BOOM AND
DBSTCLS PT 2 STUDY REFLCTN ARCRFT BOOM IN VALY
» C.THERY, A.PETER. M.PFISTER
STAR ACC NO N71-12246 ** IN FRENCH
JP71-8A-005 APLICATN MLTIVRIABL SRCH'TECHNIOS
m DSIGN OF LOW SONC BOOM OVRPRESUR BODY SHAPS
» D.HAGUE, R.JONES
STAR ACC NO N71-14613
NP71-8A-004 TRNSMISN SONIC BOOM SGNLS TO ROOM
THROUGH OPN WNDOWS PT 3 EXPRMNTL WRK GEN DISCS
* P.VAIDYA
STAR ACC NO N71-13413
NP71-8A-006 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
OF A MECHANISM TO SIMULATE A SONIC BOOM
» R.BARRETT, L.REDMAN
STAR ACC NO N71-16029
JP71-8A-007 SONIC BOOM IN TURBULENCE
K W.HORNING
STAR ACC NO N71-33283
NP71-8A-008 SONIC BOOM OF BODIES OF
REVOLUTION
* K.OSWATITSCH
STAR ACC NO N70-13148
1P71-8A-009 SURVEY OF UNITED STATES SONIC
300M OVERFLIGHT EXPERIMENTATION
V J.POWERS, J.SANDS. D.MAGLIERI
STAR ACC NO N70-13152
•JP71-3A-011 RESPONSE OF BOX-TYPE STRUCTURES
ro SONIC BOOMS
W N.POPPLEWELL
STAR ACC NO N70-15505
YP71-8A-013 PROPAGATION OF SONIC BOOM THROUGH
* STRATIFIED ATMOSPHERE
» W.HAYES, H.RUNYAN JR
STAR ACC NO N70-21364
MP71-8A-015 LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF
DIFFRACTION AND REFLCTN OF SONC BOOMS BY BLONG
» J.BROOKS, W.BEASLEY, R .BARGER
STAR ACC NO N70-30850
^P71-BA-017 SONIC BOOM MODELING INVESTIGATION
3F TOPOGRAPHICAL AND ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
« A.BAUER, C.BAGLEY
STAR ACC NO N70-36809
"JP71-3A-019 DEVELOPMENT OF SONIC-BOOM
SIGNATURES IN A STRATIFIED ATMOSPHERE
K R.BARGER
STAR ACC NO N69-10087
NP71-8A-010 STUDY OF APPLICATION OF HEAT OR
FORCE FIELDS TO SONC-BOOM-MNMIZATN PROBLEM
* D.MILLER, H.CARLSON
STAR ACC NO N70-13356
NP71-8A-012 A SURVEY OF SONIC BOOM THEORY
a R.SEEBASS
STAR ACC NO N70-20467
NP71-8A-014 INTENSITY VARIATIONS OF HYPRSNIC
BOOMS DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC INHOMOGENEI TIES
* W.MERZKIRCH ** IN GERMAN
STAR ACC NO N70-23353
NP71-8A-016 REFLECTION AND FOCUSING OF SONIC
BOOMS BY TWO-DIMENSIONAL CURVED SURFACES
9 J.WERNER
STAR ACC NO N70-32893
NP71-8A-018 TRNSMISN SONC BOOM SGNLS TO ROOMS
THROUGH OPN WNDWS PT 2 TIME DOMAIN SOLUTIONS
* P.VAIDYA
STAR ACC NO N70-42I68
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* J.MARTE, D.KURTZ
STAR ACC NO N70-15224
NP7I-8D-040 THEORETICAL STUDY OF ROTATIONAL
NOISE
* S.WRIGHT
STAR ACC NO N70-17458
NP71-80-042 EXACT SLUTN FOR RDIATN SND FRM A
SEMI-INFNITE CRCULR DUCT WITH APLICATN TO ...
* D.LANSING
STAR ACC NO N70-21367
NP71-8D-044 SOME RESLTS OF RECNT RESRCH ON FN
AND JET NOISE AT LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
» N.SANDERS
STAR ACC NO N70-41963
PROPELLER. FAN AND COMPRESSOR NOISE is:
NP71-8D-045 DISCRETE COMPONENT IN NOISE
SPECTRUM OF SUPERSONIC JETS
* V.ANUFRIYEV ET AL
STAR ACC NO N7O-42828
NP71-8D-046 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON NACELLE
ACOUSTIC TREATMENT APPLICATION
ff H.NORTON JR
STAR ACC NO N69-11549
NP71-8D-047 LOW TIP SPEED FAN NOISE
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
0 R.MOTSINGER ET AL
STAR ACC NO N69-16464
NP71-3D-049 THEORETICAL STUDIES OF COMPRESSOR
NOISE
* M.LOWSON
STAR ACC NO N69-21476
NP71-8D-048 COMPRESSOR NOISE ANALYSIS
* M.LOWSON
STAR ACC NO N69-11560
NP71-8O-050 EFCT CLRNCE AND RADIUS OF TNGUE
OF CNTRFUGL FAN ON MECHNCL EFICNCY AND NOISE
0 M.LEIDEL ** IN GERMANY ENGLISH SUMMARY
STAR ACC NO N69-27738
NP71-8D-051 ANLYTCL EXPRMNTL STDIES PREOCTNG
NOIS ATNUATN ACSTCLY TREATD DCTS TRBOFN ENGNS
«r E.FEDER. L.DEAN
STAR ACC NO N69-36974
NP71-8D-052 LIMITED COMPRESSOR NOISE SURVEY:
ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
* J.CRIM. R.RUSSELL
STAR ACC NO N68-32194
NP71-8D-053 A METHOD OF PREDICTING STATIC
TURBOFAN FAR-FIELD NOISE
* PGH SUN KU
STAR ACC NO N68-32213
NP71-8O-054 EXPRMNT. NOISE STDIES OF INLET-
GUI DE-VANE-ROTOR-STATOR INTRACTNS SNGL-STAGE,
9 J.CRIGLER. W.COPELAND
STAR ACC NO N66-1065I
NP71-8D-055 NRFLD INFRSNC NOIS GNRATD BY THRE
TRBOJT ARCRFT DRNG GROUND RUNUP OPRATIONS
* R.ENGLAND. R.POWELL
STAR ACC NO N66-13761
NP71-8D-057 ROTOR STATOR INTERACTION NOIS
STDIES SNGL-STAGE AXIAL-FLO RESRCH COMPRESSOR
* W.COPELAND. J.CRIGLER
STAR ACC NO N65-29400
NP71-8D-059 SOME ASPECTS OF DISCRETE FREQNCY
NOISE GENERATION IN AXIAL FLOW FANS
:::: R.MANI
NASA SPEC PUBL 207. 7/69, P191-22
NP71-8D-061 NOISE GENERATION IN DUCTS
:::: U.INGARD, A.OPPENHEIM. M.HIRSCHORN
ASHRAE TRANS. 1968, V74, PT1, PA 2068. P V.I.I
NP71-8D-056 INLET NOISE STUDIES FOR AN '
AXIAL-FLOW SINGLE-STAGE COMPRESSOR
0 W.COPELAND
STAR ACC NO N65-16887
NP71-8D-058 NOIS STDIES INLET-GUIDE-VANE-RO1
INTRACTN SNGLE-STAGE AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR
» J.CRIGLER. W.COPELAND
STAR ACC NO N65-33351
NP71-8D-060 BASIC AIRCRAFT NOISE RESEARCH A1
THE LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
:::: p.EDGE JR. H.HUBBARO
NASA SPEC PUBL 207. 7/69, P331-6
NP71-80-062 »JOTE RLTV IMPRTNC DSCRETE FEQNO
AND BRDBND NOIS GNRATNG MECHNISMS IN AXIAL Fl>
:::: P.DOAK. P.VAIDYA
J SOUND VIB. 3/69. V9, N2, P192-6
NP71-3O-063 APPLICATION OF THEORY TO AXIAL
COMPRESSOR NOISE
:::: J.DLLERHEAD, c.MUNCH
NASA CONTRACT REP NO 1519. 3/70, 95P
NP71-8D-065 STUDY OF EXHAUST NOISE AS IT
RELATES TO THE TURBOFAN ENGINE
:::: C.GORDON
NASA SPEC PUBL-189. 10/68, PAPER 22, P319-34
NP71-8D-064 COMPRESSOR NOISE ANALYSIS
:::: M.LOWSON
NASA SPEC PUBL-189. 10/68, PAPER 20, P287-30e
NP71-8D-066 R-R/BS NOISE RESEARCH AT ANSTY
:::: ANON
FLIGHT. 7/67, V92. N3043. P9
54 PROPELLER. FAN AND COMPRESSOR NOISE
JP71-8D-067 FAN NOISE - EFFECT OF SINGLE
JPSTREAM STATOR
:::: H.FINCHER
I SOUND VIB, 1/66, V3. Nl, P100-110
AERODYNAMIC NOISE
JP71-8E-001 SOME STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF
»RESR FUD RADIATED BY TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
:::: J.LAUFER
>HYS FLUIDS, 8/64, V7, N8. P1191-7
4P71-8E-003 SOUND GENERATION BY TURBULENCE
^ND SURFACES IN ARBITRARY MOTION
:::: j. WILLIAMS. D.HAWKINGS ** N 1151. P321-42
TRANS ROY SOC LONDON. SER A. 5/69, V264
•JP71-8E-005 JET-ORIFICE-SURFACE INTERACTION
MOISE
:: : : R .POTTER
>IASA SPEC PUBL 207. 7/69, P161-76
NP71-8E-002 THEORETICL AND EXPRMNTL INVSTGATN
INTO THE ACOUSTIC OUTPUT FROM EJECTOR FLOWS
:::: D.MIDDLETON
J SOUND VIB. 4/70, VI1. N4. P447-73
NP71-8E-004 ENTROPIC EFFECTS IN SOUND
GENERATION
:::: A.PETER
NASA SPEC PUBL 207. 7/69. P103-12
NP71-8E-006 AERODYNAMIC NOISE RESEARCH
SUPPORT
* ANON
STAR ACC NO N65-17212
"JP71-3E-014 AERODYNAMIC NOISE RESEARCH
SUPPORT
* M.LOWSON
STAR ACC NO N66-30852
NP71-8E-008 FEASBLTY OF DRECT EXPHMNTL TEST
OF LIGHTHILL'S THEORY AERODYNMC SND USNG ...
* S.ELDER
USGRDR ACC NO AD-657-159
>JP71-8E-009 MODL STUDY OF EXHAUST FLO NOIS OF
PROPSD AEDC HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER TUNNEL
* J.ROBERTSON
JSGRDR ACC NO AD-727-053
NP71-8E-010 STUDY OF UNSTEADY LOW MACH NMBER
FLOWS WITH APPLICATION TO AERODYNAMIC NOISE
:::: H.VIVIAND
AIAA ACC NO A71-23936
MP71-8E-011 PHYSICS OF AERODYNAMIC NOISE
* • • • • • * • • •
* • • * • • • * • •
K ANON
ftlAA ACC NO A70-38651




STAR ACC NO N65-23039
MP71-8E-013 THE PHYSICS OF AERODYNAMIC NOISE
» G.LILIEY
STAR ACC NO N70-13138
NP71-8E-014 BASIC AERODYNAMIC NOISE RESEARCH
* I.SCHWARTZ
STAR ACC NO N70-22850
>4P71-8E-015 STUDY OF LOCL PRESR FLO TRBULNT
SHEAR FLOW AND ITS RELATN TO AERODYNMC NOIS GN
« B.JONES. B.SPENCER
STAR ACC NO N70-41283
NP71-BE-016 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF AERODYNMCLY
GENERATED SOUND DUE TO A ROTATING DISK
:::: R.CHANAUD
STAR ACC NO N69-I4360
MP71-8E-017 ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING
JUNE 1967
« ANON
STAR ACC NO N68-20242
NP71-8E-018 SCALE-MODEL WIND-TUNNEL ACOUSTIC
DATA
0 J.BARATONO, F.SMITH
STAR ACC NO N68-25486
AERODYNAMIC NOISE 15'.
NP71-8E-019 AERODYNAMIC NOISE INVESTIGATION NP71-8E-020 INSTITUTE OF SOUND AND VIBRATIOI
IN A SHORT DURATION SHOCK TUNNEL RESEARCH
9 D.ROSS * ANON
STAR ACC NO N68-25514 STAR ACC NO N67-10476
NP71-8E-021 AERODYNAMIC NOISE NP71-8E-022 AERODYNAMICALLY GENERATED SOUND
* ANON * H.RIBNER
STAR ACC NO N67-19408 STAR ACC NO N67-25638
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION AND WAVE EFFECTS
NP71-8F-001 FLOW PRTHBATNS GNRATD BY SHOCK NP71-8F-002 SECOND-ORDER WAVE STRUCTRUEt
WAV INTRACTNG WITH AN ENTROPHY WAVE PLANAR FLOWS
:::: E.CAUDRA :::: D.CAUGHEY. W.HAYES
CAN AERONAUT SPACE J. 1969. V14. N8. P2S1-271 CAN AERONAUT SPACE J. 1969. V14. N8, P423-43:
NP71-8F-003 REVIEW OF SECOND-ORDER WAVE NP71-8F-004 MULTIPOLES. WAVEFORMS, AND
STRUCTURE ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
:::: D.CAUGHEY. W.HAYES :::: A.GEORGE. A.SEEBASS
NASA SPEC PUBL 180. 1968, P129-132 NASA SPEC PUBL 180. 1968. P133-144
NP71-8F-005 GEOMETRIC ACOUSTICS AND WAVE NP71-8F-006 SIMILARITY RULES FOR NONLINEAR
THEORY ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION THROUGH A CAUSTIC
:::: W.HAYES . :::: W.HAYES
NASA SPEC PUBL 180. 1968, P159-164 NASA SPEC PUBL 180. 1968, P165-171
NP71-8F-007 EXPLOSIVELY GENERATED AIR NP71-8F-O08 THE DECAY OF A PLANE SHOCK WAVE
PRESSURE WAVES FOR STRUCTURAL FORCING ::::::::::
:::: M.HARPER. S.HAWKINS. J .HICKS :::: H.ARDAVAN-RHAD
J SOUND VIB. 2/70. VI1, N2. P217-224 J FLUID MECH. 10/70, V43. N4, P737-751
NP71-8F-009 INTRACTN BTWN ARCRFT BOOMS OBSTCL NP71-8F-010 FOCALIZATION IN SHORT NON-LINEAI
PT 1 RSRCH TECHS THR APLIC INVSTGATN ENVLP STR WAVES: APPLICATION TO BLISTC NOISE OF FCLZATI
* C.THERY, A.PETER. M.PFISTER ** IN FRENCH * J.GUIRAUD
STAR ACC NO N71-12247 STAR ACC NO N69-38225
NP71-8F-011 A GENERAL DIGITAL COMPUTER PHOGRM NP71-8F-012 STUDY .OF PRESSURE WAVES IN A PII
CODAT* FOR SOLVING NOISE TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS WITH RFRNCE TO INTRNL CMBSTN ENGN EXHST SILNi
« D.JORDAN * M.DWYER
STAR ACC NO N67-32483 STAR ACC NO N65-30679
NP71-8F-013 NORMAL SHOCK WAVE REFLECTION ON NP71-8F-014 FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF N WAVES
DEFORMABLE SOLID WALLS WITH FINITE RISE TIME
:::: R.MONTI :::: P.ONCLEY, D.DUNN
AIAA ACC NO A71-24483 AIAA ACC NO A68-29224
NP71-8F-015 BALLISTIC NOISE AND FOCALIZATION NP71-8F-016 BALLISTIC NOISE AND FOCUSING
:::: J.GUIRAUD ** IN FRENCH * J.GUIRAUD ** IN FRENCH
AIAA ACC NO A66-42040 A I A A ACC NO A65-12089
56 ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION AND WAVE EFFECTS
NP71-8F-017 ON FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF N WAVES
:::: M.AUSTIN
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 2/67. V41. N2. P528-9
GENERAL
NP71-86-001 INSTALLATIONS AND TEST METHODS
FOR STUDIES OF ENGINE NOISE
* M.PIANKO
AIAA ACC NO A71-31890
NP71-8G-002 CORRELATION IN HIGH-INTENSITY
NOISE TESTING
* C.MORROW
AIAA ACC NO A70-35170
NP71-8G-003 BEHAVIOR OF NOZZLES AND ACOUSTIC
LINERS IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL ACOUSTIC FIELDS
* B.ZINN, A.SMITH JR. B.DANIEL
STAR ACC NO N71-14213
NP71-8G-004 NASA ACOUSTICS RESEARCH
* R.8OSWINKLE JR
STAR ACC NO N70-13902
NP71-8G-005 INSTITUTE OF SOUND AND VIBRATION
RESEARCH UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON
* ANON
STAR ACC NO N69-14947
NP71-8G-007 EVALUATION OF SIMULATION
PROCEDURES FOR HIGH INTENSITY NOISE FIELDS
» ANON
STAR ACC NO N68-20995
NP71-8G-009 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF PUMP
CAVITATION NOISE
* F.RATHBURN JR
STAR ACC NO N66-23490
NP71-8G-006 INSTITUTE OF SOUND AND VIBRATION
RESEARCH
* ANON
STAR ACC NO N69-37907
NP71-8G-008 ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR.END ING
JUNE 1967
* ANON
STAR ACC NO N67-38199
NP71-8G-010 THE FIELD OF CERTAIN ACOUSTIC
RADIATORS
« J.BRENNER, V.SALMON
STAR ACC NO N65-22412
NP71-8G-011 CONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF
CYCLIC NOISE IMMUNITY CODES
:::: S.SAMOYLENKO
STAR ACC NO N65-31043
NP71-8G-013 DEVELOPMENT OF AN UNDERWATER
ACOUSTICS LABORATORY COURSE
:::: N.WEINBERG. w.GRANTHAM
J ACOUST SOC AMER. 3/71, V49. N3, PT2, P697+
NP71-8G-012 THE NOISE GENERATION AND STRCTR
ANSWR ASYNCHRONOUS MOTRS. ESPCLY FOR SOUND FLO
:::: P.FRANCOIS ** IN FRENCH
REV GEN ELEC. 4/68. V77, N4, P377-92
NP71-8G-014 MARINE DIESEL ENGINE NOISE—2,3
:::: I.JANSSEN. J.BUITEN
INT SHIPBLDG PROGR. 10/68, V15. N170, P348-70
NP71-8G-015 ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AT
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
:::: G.WILHOLD
NASA SPEC PUBL 207. 7/69. P369-88
NP71-8G-017 CALCULATION OF ENERGY-EQUIVALENT
CONTINOUS SOUND LEVEL TRAFFIC NOIS FRM STREET
:::: L.SCHREIBER
ACOUSTICA. 1969. V21, N2, P121-3
NP71-8G-016 LARGE VEHICLE ACOUSTIC TEST
FACILITY
:::: G.BOSCO
J ENVIRON SCI. 1-2/71. V14, Nl, Pll-15
NP71-8G-018 NOISE RESEARCH AND THE ROAD
RESEARCH LABORATORY
:::: D.HARLAND
TRAFFIC ENG CONTR. 7/70. V12, N3, P122-r5
GENERAL 15
NP71-8G-O19 ANLYTCL EXPRMNTL STOY STRCTRBORNE
AIRBORNE VIBRATN ROLNG ELMNT SLONG SRFC BRNGS
* H.RIPPEL. J.RUMBARGER
USGRDR ACC NO AD-633-146
NP71-3G-021 ACOUSTIC RADIATION FROM MULTIPLE
SURFACES
* R.NEV
USGROR ACC NO AO-726-209
NP71-86-023 ACOUSTIC STUDIES ADVANCE AIR
CONDITIONING GOALS
:::: L.RIES
HEAT,PIPING AIR COND. 8/64. V36. N8. P107-11
NP71-8G-025 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF
ANECHOIC CHAMBER AT QUEEN MARY COLLEGE
:::: A.ELLISON. B.MILLER
INST MECH ENG PROC. 1963-64. V178. N2. PS3-68
NP71-86-027 MODEL EXPRMNTS ON SOUND TRNSMSN
FROM ENGINEROOM TO ACCOMODATION IN MOTORSHIPS
:::: J.JANSSEN
INT SHIPBLDG PROGR. 11/67. V14. N1S9. P414-20
NP71-8G-029 RELATNSHP BTWN RATE PRSR RISE AND
CNECTNG PSAGE AREA IN SWRL CHMBR TYPE DSL ENGN
::,:: F.NAGAO ET AL
BULL JSME. 8/64, V7. N27, P607-14
NP71-8G-031 NOISE AND VIBRATION IN ROLLING
BEARINGS
:::: R.CLARKE
ENVIRON ENG. 3/67, N25, P14-17
NP71-8G-033 EXAMINATION OF NOISE EXCITING
PROPERTIES OF DIESEL AND OTTO-EN6INE CMBSTN...
:::: 6.THIEN
MTZ MOTORTECH Z. 7/64, V25. N7, P289-91
NP71-8G-020 DVLPMNT STUDIES ON NOISE VBRTNS
IN RAILROAD TRNSPRTATION AND THEIR RESULTS
* A.VOLKOV
USGRDR ACC NO AD-685-497
NP71-8G-022 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF BALL
BEARING VIBRATION TESTS FOR QUIET MACHINERY
:::: T.DAUGHERTY
USGRDR ACC NO AD-809-008L
NP71-86-024 ELECTROMAGNETIC EXCITATION OF
OSCILLATIONS IN INDUCTION MACHINES
:::: H.HEH ETZ
(ED A). 4/3/64. V85, N7. P193-7
NP71-8G-026 NOISE INVESTIGATION IN HELICAL
SPUR GEARS
:::: G.NIEMANN. T.HOESEL
KONSTRUKTION. 4/66, V18, N4, P129-41
NP71-8G-028 RESONANT NOISE IN AUTOMOBILE BO)
:::: p.URBAN
AUTOMOBILTECH Z. 5/65. V67. N5, P142-5
NP71-86-030 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ABOUT EFFE<
OF DYNAMIC LOADS UPON GEAR NOISE
:::: K.NAKAMURA
BULL JSME. 2/67. VIO. N37. PI 80-9
NP71-8G-032 MARINE DIESEL EXHAUST NOISE-1
:::: J.JANSSEN ** P529-36
SHIPPING WORLD SHIPBUILDER. 3/68. V161. N381I
NP71-8G-034 THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF
HYDRAULIC NOISE IN PUMPS
:::: H.SIMPSON. T.CLARK. G.WEIR
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RAILWAY
1F038 3P003 3P009 3P058 3P065 3S004 5E043 5F217
RANDOM NOISE




2B067 2D026 2D035 2F006 2F020 2G012 2G050











































































































































































































































































































S E N S I T I V I T Y





























































21028 4A016 4A018 4C001 4C002 4C004 4C005
4C014 4C015 4C019 4C024 4D001 4E012 4E013













































































CO 63 5C083 5C089 5C134 5C140 78014






































































































































































































































































































































































4B002 4B008 4B009 4F008 5C016
SOUND
2A025 2E003 2E030 2H040 3A073 3O045




1A043 5C069 6C038 6O001 6D003 6D006


















2A062 2E045 2E049 2F005 2H042
SPEECH EFFECT











































































































































5C100 5C1 01 5C112 5C1 19 5E011
TATE




























3A005 3A028 3A036 3A051
5F214
5C067 5E008 5E050 5E063
2G049 3M001 3M003 3M004





























































































































£0007 2G040 2G055 3G012
SUBMARINE
2D058 2D059 2D060 3P071 5F001 5F095
SUBSONIC
1C005 1C031 1DO10 2B003 2E001 2E012 2F025
2H03S 3G022 3S106 3S107 3S114 58008 5C023










1C042 1D006 1D007 1D008 1O009
2J023 4C004 4F005 5HOO9 6A007








3F021 3F029 31034 3J003 3M009 3M023 3P030 3O009
3Q036 30037 3O038 3Q041 3Q042 3Q044 3Q048 3Q049
30050 3Q055 3S019 3S067 3S068 6C033 7A015 7B010
8E002
SURFACE




2A064 2D022 38053 3S011 5A007 6C042
8A098 8A129 8C057 8C060 8E012 8G015
8A012 8A092
SUSCEPTIBILITY
5O001 5F132 5F 149 5F225 5G002
SWEDEN






1J010 1N006 1N013 1N018 4B006
SYNTHESIS













































28016 2H077 6G020 SA005 8A008 8A01 1 8A022 8C006
TELEPHONE












2A040 2A059 3Q033 3S076 48006 5C037
TESTS
2A003 2J003 2J022 3G012 3G016 3Q016 4B013
5F163 5F170 5F180 8B021 8G016
TEXTILE INDUST
























































































































































5H009 5H018 5H030 8A049
TONE EFFECT
2E038 2E046 2G016 5E074
TOOL




























































11009 2A008 2A018 2A060
TRANSFORMER
11003 11006 2B011 2D033 2D035 3E002
3E008 3E011 3F021 3E024 3E027 3E035
3E003 3EOO«
TRANSIENTS
2A021 2A049 2B030 2D013
TRANSMISSION




2H070 3F015 3M001 3P017 6C017
TRANSPORTATION
1F005 1F012 1F015 1F017 1F018 1F034 1O038
3O005 3P005 3P021 3P024 3P037 3P038 3S010














1F013 2B056 3P040 3P050 3P061 3P062
TUBE




2A071 2B003 2F025 3P045 4E007
TURBINE
1C008 1M001 1M004 1M005 2D008 3A014 3B036
















































































2O056 2H074 2H080 2H081 3F007 3H001 3H002 3H003
3H004 3H005 3H006 3H007 3H008 3H009 3H010 3H011
3H012 3H013 3T033 3J010 3S022 4B011 4F001 5G004
TURBOMACHINE




























































1A036 1A048 21023 3D035 3P038 3P042 3S064







3O01 1 3O041 5F105 6E004
USAF






2C035 2H048 3M002 3M008 3M009 3M014 3M015
3M018 3M019 3M020 3M026 3M028 3M029 3O033


































3F029 8B004 88025 8B029 8B071 8C011 8C.058
VENTILATION
1L010 2B054 2B069 2O024 2D058 2D060 3C004 3C005









































































1O030 2A032 30015 8C056
WAVE PROPAGATN





















a f H I T H A M T H E O R Y
*C005 4C014 4C018
H I L S O N C O M M I T T E
3P020
K I N O N O I S E
2A071 2B003 2F025 3S087 8E018
W I N D O W
3S001 4A002 4A008 4 A 0.1 2 4 A 0 1 4 4A017 4A020 4E004








itfORD D U R A T I O N
5E041
W O R K E R
3A075 5B027 5C128 5C131 5F049
5F138 5F141 5F158 5F175 5F221
5F071 5F110 5F121
W O R K R O O M
1G003 5B02Q 5F194
l^ORLD HEALTH
5F033
ITOUTH EFFECT?
5E022
ZONING
5C010
ZWICKER PROCED
2H023
20TH CENTURY
L A019
